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INTRODUCTION 
Throughout the paper, K denotes a fixed commutative field. LetF be a field 
containing Kin its center such that FK is finite dimensional. A finite (partially) 
ordered set Y together with an order preserving mapping of .Y into the lattice 
of all subfields of F containing K is called a K-structure for F, thus, for i E Y, 
there is given a subfield Fi of F and, moreover, KC Fi C Fj for each i < j 
of 9’. For a fixed subfield G of F containing K and a natural number n, 
the symbol &a’,(G) will be used to denote the K-structure defined by the chain 
(1 < 2 < ... < n} of n elements such that Fi = G for all elements i of 
the chain. Furthermore, J(G) will denote the K-structure given by the 
ordered set {i <j > k < Z} with Fi = Fj = F,, = F, = G. Given a 
K-structure .4” for F, the weighted width of Y is defined as the maximum 
of all possible sums CjEJ dim F,? , where J is a subset of mutually unrelated 
elements of 9. 
An Y-space (W, WJ is a right vector space W over F together with an 
F,-subspace Wi for each ie 9, such that i < j implies Wi C Wj . The 
weighted dimension of (W, Wi) is the maximum of all dim WF, . For a given 
K-structure Y, the Y-spaces form an additive category in which the 
morphisms (W, Wi) --f (II”, W,‘) are F-linear mappings v: W + W 
satisfying ~JW~ C W,‘, i E 9. Therefore, the concepts of a direct sum and of 
an indecomposable Y-space are defined. A K-structure 9 is said to be of 
Jinite type if there is only a finite number of finite dimensional indecomposable 
Y-spaces. In the case of a classical K-structure, that is Fi = F for all i E Y, 
L. A. Nazarova and A. V. Roiter [ 151 and M. M. Kleiner [l l] have charac- 
terized the structures of finite type. Their results are extended in the following 
theorem. 
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THEOREM A. Let 9’ be a K-structure for F. Then 9 is of Jinite type if and 
only if 9’ is of weighted width <3 and does not contain, as a full ordered subset, 
any of the following structures: 
6) 4’,(F) u J%‘,(F) u 4(F); 
(ii) 4:(F) u 4(F) u 4(F); 
(iii) .&(F) u 4(F) u 4(F); 
(iv) 4(F) u J’IF); 
(v) 4,(G) u 9&F) with [F: G] = 2; 
(vi) Y&G) u 4(F) with [F: Gj = 2; 
(vii) A,(G) with [F: G] = 3. 
Here, u denotes the direct sum (disjoint union) of ordered sets. If Y is of Jinite 
type, then every indecomposable Y-spaces is of weighted dimension <6. 
Following P. Gabriel [8], a K-species (Ki , iMj)i,i,l is a finite set of fields Ki 
which are finite dimensional over a common central subfield K, together 
with a set of Ki - Ki - bimodules iMi such that K operates on iMj centrally 
(that is km = mk for all k E K and m E iMj) and every iMj is finite dimensional 
over K. The diagram of the K-species (Ki , iMj)i,jEl is defined as follows: 
The finite index set 1 is the set of vertices and there are 
dim&MJ x dim(,Mj)Kj + dimK3(iMJ x dim(iMi)Ki 
edges between the vertices i andj. If iMi = 0 and dim&Mj) < dim(,Mi),, , 
we shall mark this fact by an arrow : 1.21 * : - : A representation (Vi, wi) of the 
K-species (Ki , iMj) is a set of right vector spaces Vi over Ki together with 
Ki-linear mappings 
jcpi: Vi OKi iMj + Vj for all i, j E I. 
The representations of a given K-species (KC , iMj) form an abelian category 
in which a morphism (Vi , ?pi) + (V,‘, ivi’) is given by a set of K,-linear 
maps oli: Vi + Vi’ satisfying 
Again, we have the concepts of a direct sum and of an indecomposable object 
and we say that the K-species is of finite type if the number of its finite 
dimensional indecomposable representations is finite. In the case when all Ki 
are equal to a fixed field F and F(iMj)F = (rFF)ndg for some natural number 
nij , P. Gabriel [7] has characterized K-species of finite type. His result is 
extended in the following theorem. 
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THEOREM B. A K-species is of Jinite type if and only if its diagram is a 
finite disjoint union of Dynkin diagrams. 
Recall that the Dynkin diagrams (which occur for example in the theory 
of simple Lie algebras) are 
(A,) o--o--o-----o ( n >I ; 
(B”) -----0 ( “22, 
(@“I -------.z , “z3; 
@“I >---4 , n,4; 
Kg) o-.--o- y- ; 
Given a Dynkin diagram, it is easy to construct a corresponding K-species. 
Also, P. Gabriel has shown that the numbers of indecomposable representa- 
tions of the K-species of type A, , D, , E, , E, , and Es are, respectively, 
&z(n + l), n(n - l), 36, 63, and 120. We shall prove that there are n2 
indecomposable representations of the K-species of type B, or @, , whereas 
the numbers of indecomposable representations of the K-species of type IF, 
and G, are 24 and 6, respectively. Thus, also in each of these remaining cases, 
the number of indecomposable representations of a K-species of a given type 
coincides with the number of the positive roots of the corresponding quadratic 
form (cf. [2]). 
To every K-species 9 = (Ki , iMj)i,i,l, we may associate the tensor 
algebra Y(9) = @z=,, ill(“), where M(O) = nliel Ki , ilW = @i,j.I Jfj , 
and III(“) is the n-fold tensor product Mu) @ M(l) @ .*. @ M(l) over M(O); 
besides, the multiplication is induced by the tensor product. Then the 
category ‘S(9) of all representations of 9 is equivalent to the category of all 
right T(9)-modules. 
A K-algebra & (an associative algebra with unity, finite dimensional over 
K) is said to be of$nite type if there is only a finite number of indecomposable 
finite dimensional A-modules. Two classes of K-algebras of finite type, 
namely hereditary K-algebras and K-algebras with zero square radical, are 
characterized in the present paper. 
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THEOREM C. A finite dimensional K-algebra .& is a hereditary algebra 
of Jinite type if and only if d is Morita equivalent to the tensor algebra Y(9), 
where 22 is a K-species of finite type. 
We can attach easily a K-species to an arbitrary finite dimensional 
K-algebra JZZ’. Let g be the basic algebra of ,aZ; thus, .%?‘/Rad 5? is a product 
Kl x K, x ... x K, of fields. We can write 
Rad g/(Rad B’)” = @ iMf 
l<i.i@ 
with Ki - K,-bimodules iMj . Then ~~ = (Ki , iMj)l(i,jGn is called 
the K-species of&. The fact that g is often a quotient ring of r(2,) allows 
to apply Theorem C in one direction. 
Given a K-species (Ki , iMj)i,i,, , define its separated diagram as follows. 
The finite set I x (0, 1) is the set of all vertices, and there are dim&Mj) x 
dim(,Mj),j edges between (i, 0) and (j, 1); in addition, there is an arrow 
; zi provided dim&Mj) < dim(,Mj), . Note that there are no edges 
between (i, 0) and (j, 0), nor between (i, 1) and (j, 1). 
THEOREM D. Let ~9 be ajinite dimensional K-algebra with (Rad _92)2 = 0. 
Then & is of jinite type if and only if the separated diagram of its K-species 
is a disjoint union of Dynkin diagrams. 
In the case when the K-species (Ki , i Mi) of JZZ has the property that all Ki 
are equal to a fixed field F and F(iMj)F = (FFF)nij for some natural nij , the 
characterizations given in Theorems C and D are due to P. Gabriel [7, 81 
who improved previous results of T. Yoshii [17] (cf. also S. A. Krugljak [12]). 
Also, P. Gabriel has shown that the structure of a K-algebra CQZ of finite type 
with (Rad 6)2 = 0 can be recovered from the known results in the case 
when K is a perfect field. In this way, he has determined for example all 
l&algebras of finite type, where [w is the real number field. However, his 
method does not seem to work in the general case. 
An additive category ‘% will be called a dimension category if there exists 
a mapping dim: Cu -4 u {m} satisfying the condition 
dim(X @ Y) = dim X + dim Y for every X, YE $5 
The category G(y) of all y-spaces with the weighted dimension dim( IV, IV,), 
the category %(Z?) of all representations of a K-species 22 with the dimension 
defined by dim( Vi , jyi) = Ci d im T/i, as well as the category ‘%I& of all right 
modules over a K-algebra LX! with the dimension defined by dim Md = 
dim MK are examples of dimension categories. Generalizing the previously 
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discussed notions of finite type, we define a dimension category ‘$I to be 
of jinite type if there is only a finite number of indecomposable objects of 
finite dimension in 2X. Also, ‘$I is said to be of strongly unbounded type if it 
possesses the following three properties: 
(i) ‘QI has indecomposable objects of arbitrarily large finite dimension; 
(ii) If 2I contains a finite dimensional object with an infinite endo- 
morphism ring, then there is an infinite number of (finite) dimensions d 
such that, for each d, ‘2X has infinitely many (nonisomorphic) indecomposable 
objects of dimension d. 
(iii) ‘8 has indecomposable objects of infinite dimension. 
R. Brauer and R. M. Thrall have conjectured (see [9]) that a K-algebra is 
either of finite type or of strongly unbounded type (in the sense that at least the 
properties (i) and (ii) are satisfied). A. V. Roiter [16] has proved the property 
(i) for the category !I& , where JS? is a K-algebra which is not of finite type; 
and, in this case, L. A. Nazarova and A. V. Roiter [14] have announced 
a proof of (ii) provided K is, in addition, a perfect field. The proof is based 
on their result of [15] that a classical K-structure Y for an infinite field is 
either of finite type or that G(Y) p ossesses the properties (i) and (ii). 
Extending this result, we can formulate 
THEOREM E. (1) A K-structure is either of jkite or of strongly unbounded 
We. 
(2) A K-speck is either of jkite or of strongly unbounded type. 
(3) A Jinite dimensional K-algebra & which is hereditary or which 
satisjies (Rad SZZ)~ = 0 is either of Jinite or of strongly unbounded type. 
Thus, Brauer-Thrall conjecture is proved here for two special classes of 
K-algebra. Using the ideas indicated in [14], it should be possible to extend 
Theorem E (3) to arbitrary K-algebras. 
The methods used throughout the paper are rather intrinsic. In the case 
of nonclassical K-structures ~7, we give explicit constructions of all in- 
decomposable Y-spaces and describe a procedure how to decompose all finite 
dimensional Y-spaces. Also, in the critical cases of K-structures and 
K-species of infinite type, we either construct indecomposable objects of 
arbitrarily large finite dimensions directly, or we reduce the problem to 
a known situation by identifying a full subcategory with a module category 
of infinite type. Besides, some facts from algebraic geometry concerning group 
action on affine varieties are used, mainly to prove the statements concerning 
the categories of strongly unbounded type (Theorem E). An algebraic 
geometry argument is used in the proofs of the structure Theorems A, B, C, 
and D only once, namely in Lemma 4.1. Let us remark that the statement of 
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Lemma 4.1 is obvious for a commutative field F and that it would be of 
interest to provide a direct argument also in the general case. 
This work was initiated by a course of lectures on “Indecomposable 
Representations of Artinian Algebras” given by P. Gabriel in the summer 
of 1972 at Carleton University. Also, he provided the arguments from 
algebraic geometry used in this paper. For both, the authors wish to express 
their gratitude to him. 
1. Preliminaries 
In addition to the notation introduced earlier in the paper, we would like 
to point out that rings are always assumed to be associative with unity, and 
modules to be unital. If ~2 is a ring, the symbols JV or Md will be used 
to underline the fact that M is a left or a right module, respectively. It should 
be noted that homomorphisms always act on the side opposite to that of 
the operators, which means usually on the left-hand side, because we consider 
mostly right modules. Homomorphisms are often denoted by Greek letters, 
in particular, zero homomorphisms, by 0. We denote by ~2s the ring opposite 
to SJZ, and sometimes we will consider left &modules just as right 
&O-modules. Also, &x denotes the multiplicative group of the invertible 
elements of the ring &. The letters F, G, and H stand for (noncommutative) 
fields throughout the paper. If, for G CF, dimFG = dim GF, then this 
common dimension is called the degree of F over G and denoted by [F: G]; 
this is for example in the case when G is finite dimensional over a central 
subfield of F. If H CF and G CF, we always assume that the bimodule 
HFG and module F, are endowed with their natural structure. The symbol 
MG @ cM’ will frequently stand for the tensor product of MG and GM’ 
over G. Also, the image of y: X @ Y + 2 in the natural isomorphism 
Hom(X @ Y, 2) m Hom[X, Hom(Y, Z)] will be always denoted by 
v*: X + Hom( Y, 2). Finally, the symbol x is used to denote the Cartesian 
product (of sets or vector spaces) and the symbol u the disjoint union (of 
ordered sets). Thus, M’ x M” stands for the external direct sum of two 
vector spaces, whereas M’ @ M” = M stands for the internal direct sum 
(that is, M’ and M” are two fixed submodules of M such that M’ + M” = M 
and M’ n M” = 0). 
Let W, be a vector space over F and U an (additive) subgroup of W. Then 
g denotes the largest F-subspace of W, contained in U and u the least 
F-subspace of W, containing U. Thus, 
~={xEU)XFCU}= C vF 
n= cxF= 0 VF. 
and 
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The construction of _U and Lf is used throughout the paper, mainly in the 
following situation: There are given two fields G C F, and lJG is a G-subspace 
of the F-vector space W, . In this case, _U and u always refer to the field F. 
Also, if U is a subgroup of W, and W, = X, @ Y, , then U is said to be 
compatible with this direct decomposition if 
U=(UnX)@(Un Y). 
Of course, given a K-structure 9 for F and an Y-space (W, W,), W, = 
X, @ Y, defines a decomposition of y-spaces if and only if all Wi , i E 9, 
are compatible with the decomposition. 
The following simple observation will be used repeatedly: If U and V 
are subgroups of a vector space W, , then every direct decomposition of W, 
which is compatible with U and V is also compatible with _U, u, U f V, and 
U n V. The proof follows easily from the fact that, if W, = XF @ YF and 
U = (UnX)@(Un Y), then 
And, a similar argument shows that the decomposition is compatible with 0. 
If, in addition, V = (V n X) @ (V n Y), then every u E U and v E V can 
be written in the form 
and 
u =u,+u,,u,EUnX,u,EUnY 
v = 01 + v2 , v,EVnX,v,EVnY, 
and it follows easily that 
and 
U+ V=[(U+ W-MOW+ VPYI 
Un V = (Un VnX)@(Un Vn Y). 
Let ‘% and B be dimension categories. An additive functor T: 2I -+ B 
is called a dimension functor if there exist positive real numbers r, s such that 
rdimA ,(dimTA ,(sdimA 
for all objects A of ‘%. In particular, this implies that A is finite dimensional 
if and only if TIU is finite dimensional. If T is an equivalence and T’ is inverse 
to T, then T is a dimension functor if and only if T’ is a dimension functor. 
If 2l is an additive category, then two dimensions d, d’ on 12I are called 
equivalent if the identity functor ida is a dimension functor (2l, d) + (‘S, d’). 
For example, if 9 is a K-structure for F, and [F: K] = n, then the weighted 
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dimension dim(W, WJ = maxi.9 dim WFi is equivalent to the K-dimension 
d(W, Wi) = dim W, and the F-dimension d’(W, Wi) = dim W, , because 
(l/n) dim( W, Wi) < d’( W, WJ < d( W, Wi) < n dim( W, Wi). Similarly, 
for a K-species 9 = (Kc , iMj)r,j,r , the dimension dim( Vi , i& = Ciel ( VJK 
is equivalent to d( Vi , j& = Ciel ( Vi)x. , because the number of indices 
in 1, as well as all degrees [Ki: K] are finite. An abelian category VI becomes 
a dimension category using the length function 1: If A E 2I has no composition 
series, then IA = co; otherwise, IA is the length of a composition series of A. 
Obviously, if JZ! is a finite dimensional K-algebra, then the K-dimension and 
the length dimension in 10IA are equivalent. 
Now, assume that 2I and B are two dimension categories such that either 
none or both of them have finite dimensional objects with infinite endo- 
morphism rings. Then, if T: 2I -+ !I3 is a full embedding, and ‘8 is of strongly 
unbounded type, then B is also of strongly unbounded type. For, T maps 
indecomposable objects to indecomposable objects and nonisomorphic 
objects to nonisomorphic objects. Thus it is easy to see that B satisfies the 
conditions (i) and (iii) of the definition of strongly unbounded type whenever 
2l does. Moreover, if ‘%!I has infinitely many nonisomorphic indecomposable 
objects Ai of dimension d, then rd < dim TA, < sd for some positive 
real r, s (determined by T) and all i and therefore, since there is only a finite 
number of integers between rd and sd, there exists d’ E N satisfying 
rd < d’ < sd and such that there are infinitely many nonisomorphic inde- 
composable objects of the form TA, in 23 with dim TA, = d’. Consequently, 
if PI is of strongly unbounded type, then the unbounded sequence of natural 
numbers d of the condition (ii) produces an unbounded sequence of natural 
numbers d’, and thus B satisfies (ii), as well. In particular, if d and d’ are 
equivalent dimensions on ‘9X, then 2f is of strongly unbounded type with 
respect to d if and only if 91 is of strongly unbounded type with respect to d’. 
Let us point out that nearly all functors constructed in the paper are dimension 
functors; the proofs are usually rather obvious and are left to the reader. 
This paper is divided into three sections. The first section consists of 
three subsections dealing with particular types of K-structures Y of finite 
type and the decomposition theories in the corresponding categories G;(Y) 
of all Y-spaces. In this section, we assume that all vector spaces are finite 
dimensional. For G C F and [F: G] = 2, the structures &(G) and 
9i(G) u &(F) are investigated in Section 2 and the structure 9a(G) u Y1(F) 
is dealt with in Section 3. In these two sections, we do not use the existence 
of the central subfield K; we assume the weaker condition that dim GF = 
dim F, = 2. Let us remark that a shorter proof could be given using duality 
arguments in the case that a central subfield K exists. For KC G C F and 
[F: G] = 3, the K-structure 41(G) is studied in Section 4; here, the 
existence of K is used heavily. 
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The second section comprizes again three subsections. In Section 5, 
a criterion for objects in a Grothendieck category to be indecomposable is 
described and it is used in showing that two elementary types of K-species 
are of strongly unbounded type. In particular, a very useful dimension 
condition for a K-species to be of a strongly unbounded type is given. The 
next two subsections deal with K-structures of strongly unbounded type. 
In Section 6, it is shown that certain full subcategories of a category of all 
S-spaces are abelian, and in Section 7 such subcategories are identified 
with full module categories over a K-algebra of strongly unbounded type. In 
this way, it is proved that the K-structures &(G) u 4:(F) u 4(F), 
9a(G) LI A(F), and 9a(G) LI 9r(F) with [F: G] = 2 and also Yr(G) u Jr(F) 
with [F: G] = 3 are of strongly unbounded type. 
The three subsections of Section 3 are devoted, respectively, to 9’-spaces, 
to representations of K-species and to modules over K-algebras. Proofs of 
Theorems A and E(1) are presented in Section 8. A translation of the 
results on Y-spaces to K-species, including a proof of Theorems B and E(2), 
is given in Section 9. And, the final Section 10 contains a further translation 
to the representation theory of K-algebras and offers proofs of Theorems C, 
D, and E(3). 
I. K-STRUCTURES OF FINITE TYPE 
2. Structures 9&G) and Xl(G) u &(F) with [F: G] = 2 
Throughout this section, G is a subfield of F such that 
dim FG = dim oF = 2. 
Let (1, f} be a basis of Fo (and thus of oF). First, we shall introduce several 
lemmas which will be needed in the sequel. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Uo C U,’ be two G-subspaces of a vector space W, . Then 
Un_u’=Bn_U’ and iI+U’=O+_u,. 
Proof. In order to prove the first equality, only the inclusion 
l7n _urc Un _v’ 
requires a verification. Let x E u n u’. Since F = G f Gf, x = u1 + uzf 
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with suitable ur , u2 E U. Thus, uzf E U’; for, x E u C U’ and ur E UC u’. 
Consequently, up E U n r. Moreover, 
UJ -1 = -2i.2 + xf -1 E u’; 
hence, ur E U n _U’ and the inclusion follows. 
Similarly, we can easily prove that 0 + U’ c u + _U’. Let x E a + .CJ’. 
Then 
x=y+z and xf = yf + zf = y’ + z’ 
withy, y’ E B and z, z’ E U’. Hence, 
w=xf-2’=y’-yfEq 
and thus w = wr + wzf with w1 , w2 E U. Therefore, 
(x - wz)f = WI + z’ E U’ 
and consequently, z - w2 E u’. We conclude that 
x = y + x = (y + WJ + (z - WJ E i7 + U’. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let Xo, Yo , UG be three G-subspaces of a vector space W, 
such that 




x1 + xzf = yr + yzf with xi E X n U and yiEYn U, i = 1, 2. 
Then x1 - y1 = (yz - x2)f, and thus yz - x2 E _U C X. Consequently, 
yz E X n Y and therefore yz = 0. But then 
xzf = Yl - Xl E u, 
and thus x2 E g, which implies that also yr - x1 E u C X. Hence, 
y,eXnY=O 
and we conclude that X n Y = 0, as required. 
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As an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2, we may formulate the 
following 
Remark 2.3. If U = _U @ ei Ci is a direct decomposition of the 
G-subspace Uo of W, , then u = u @ Bi Ci is a direct decomposition of 
the F-subspace 0. In particular, if Uo c W, such that i7 = W and _U = 0, 
then every G-basis of U, is also an F-basis of W, . Consequently, 
dim Wo = 2 dim W, = 2 dim Uo . 
LEMMA 2.4. Let Uo be a G-subspace of W, such that u = Wand _U = 0. 
Let V, be an F-subspace of W, such that U n V = 0. Let {vl , v2 ,..., v,] 
be a basis of V, . Then there exists a basis 
B = {xl , ~2 I..., x, > y1 7 Y2 ,*--> yn 3 3 7 x2 9'**9 4 
of W, such that B C U, vi = xi + yif for 1 < i < n. Moreover, the G-subspace 
U’generated by {x1 , x2 ,..., x, , y1 , yz ,..., yn} has the property iT’ = U’ + V. 
Also, if u” is a G-subspace of U and vi E p for some i, then xi , yi E U”. 
Proof. As additive groups, U @ Uf = W. For, if u E U n Uf, then 
u = u’f for some u’ E U, and thus u% = u’(G + fG) = u’G + uG C U. 
Since _U = 0, this implies that u’ = 0, and therefore U n Uf = 0. On the 
other hand, every element of F has the form g, + g,f with gi E G, and hence 
u(gl + g,f) E U + Uf for every u E U. This shows that W = u = U @ Uf. 
From here, it follows that every element vi can be written as vi = xi + yif 
with xi , yi E U. Moreover, the elements xi , yi are uniquely determined. - 
As a result, we get the following consequence: If vi E U” and UG C UG , - 
then vi = x; + y!f with x5, y; E U” because of u” = U” @ Ulf; and, 
in view of uniqueness, xi = x; and yi = yf. 
Now, consider the G-subspace Uo’ and the F-subspace W,’ generated by 
{Xl 3 x2 ,*.-> x, , yr , ya ,..., m}; thus _U’ = 0 and p = W’. First, we shall 
show that 
w’=u’+v. 
Trivially, xi E U’ + V and 
xif-l = -yi + vif-lE u’ + v. 
Hence, 
xiF = xi(G + f-lG) C U’ + V 
Similarly, 
for every 1 < i < n. 
yiF=y,(G+fG)CU’+ V for every 1 < i < n, 
and therefore 8’ _C U’ + V C W’. 
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From here it follows (see Remark 2.3) that 
2 dim U’o = 2 dim WIF = dim w’, = dim U’c + dim Vo 
= dim Urc + 2 dim V, , 
resulting in dim U’o = 2 dim v/F. Therefore {x1 , x2 ,..., x, ,yl , yz ,..., yJ is 
a basis of UfG and we may complement it by {zr , za ,..., q} to a basis of li, . 
The lemma follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let Y = &(G) be a structure such that dimFo = 
dim oF = 2. Then there are exactly S(m + l)(m + 2) nonisomorphic inde- 
composable Y-spaces. 
Proof. We are going to prove that every finitely generated Y-space 
(W,, U(l), C U(2), C ... C U(m),) is a direct sum of indecomposable 
Y-spaces 
L,., = (F, U(i) = F for s + Y f 1 < i < m, U(i) = G 
for s + 1 < i < s + r and U(i) = 0 otherwise), 
O<s, O<r, s+r<m. 
Proceed by induction. Obviously 
w = U(1) CD W’, 
where w’ is an arbitrary F-complement of U(1) in W, is a decomposition 
of the Y-space (W, U(i)). Here, U(1) is a directsurn of L,,‘s. Assume that, 
Assume that, for a certain k, 1 < k < m, 
U(h) = 0. 
Thus, W, contains no copy of L,, for r + s < K. Consider the G-subspaces 
U(Z) n U(K + 1) C U(Z) for all 1 < I < K, 
and assume that for every I < t < K, 
U(Z) n U(t + I) = 0. 
This means that W, contains no copy of L,, with s < t. Write 
Wh = (W + 1) n UP + lb @ WG @ CG ,
where the direct summand C has the property that (C n U(i)), complements 
the other two direct summands in U(i), for all t + 1 < i < k. Let D, be 
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- . 
anF-complement of U(K) m W, . Then, applying Lemma 2.1 and Remark 2.3, 
we have 
W,=(U(t+I)nU(K+l))@W’, with W’, = [U(t) G3 c 43 D]. 
This is a decomposition compatible with all U(i) for 1 < i < t, because 
U(i) _c WIF, and with all U(i) for K + 1 < i < m, because 
U(t + 1) n U(h + 1) _C U(h + 1) C U(h + 1) C U(i). 
Moreover, it is compatible with all the remaining U(i) (t + I < i ,< h) in 
view of the construction of the G-complement C in U(h). Consequently, 
u(t + 1) n W + 1) is a direct sum of L,-, t’~ and we may assume that 
the Y-space satisfies U(t + 1) n U(h + 1) = 0. 
In this way, we split off success&&yx L,-, t for t < k and may assume 
that U(h + 1) = 0. For K = m - 1 this yields a complete decomposition 
of the Y-space (W, U(i)), because U(m) = W and thus the condition 
U(i) n U(m) = 0 simply means that U(i) = 0. 
-7. A case similar to that of Proposition 2.5 for n = 1, was investigated in [4]; 
it can be treated by the method introduced here. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let Y = 9l(G) u 9n(F) be a structure such that 
dim Fo = dim oF = 2. Then there are exactly +(n + l)(n + 6) non-isomorphic 
indecomposable Y-spaces. 
Proof. We shall prove that every finitely generated Y-space 
(W, ) UG ) V(l), c V(2), c ... c V(n)o) 
is a direct sum of indecomposable Y-spaces 
M, = (F, 0, V(i) = F for s + 1 < i < n and V(i) = 0 otherwise), 
O<s<n, 
N, = (F, G, V(i) = F for s + 1 < i < n and V(i) = 0 otherwise), 
O<s<n, 
P, = (F, F, V(i) = F for s + 1 < i < n and V(i) = 0 otherwise), 
O<s<n. 
and 
Q,, = (F x F, G x G, V(i) = F x F for s + r + 1 < i < n, 
V(i)=(l,f)Ffors+l <i<s+randV(i)=O 
otherwise), O<s, l<r, s+r,(n. 
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First, we reduce the problem of decomposition to the case when _V = 0. 
Write W = V(n + 1). Obviously, 
W = [un V(l)] @ W 
with an arbitrary F-complement w’ in W, yields a decomposition of the 
Y-space (W, U, V(i)); here, u n V( 1) is a direct sum of copies of P, . Thus 
we assume inductively that 
u n V(k) = 0 for some 1 < k < n. 
Consider the decomposition 
W = [_U n V(k + I)] @ w’, 
where E” = V(k) @ C with an arbitrary&complement C. This decomposi- 
tion is compatible with U because of u n V(k + 1) C U, with V(i) for 
1 < i < k because of V(i) L W’, and with V(i) for k + 1 < i < n because 
of _U n V(k + 1) C V(i). Of course, _U n V(k + 1) is a direct sum of copies 
of P, . Consequently, we may assume that 
g=CJnW=_UnV(n+l)=O. 
Proceeding dually, we can decompose 
w = [i7+ V(n)] @ c, 
with an arbitrary F-complement C, . Here, C, is a direct sum of copies of 
M, . Thus, write V(0) = 0, and assume that 
i7 + V(k) = w for some 1 < k < n. 
Consider the decomposition 
w = [a + V(k - l)] @ c,-, 
with a complement C,-, of 
[I7 n V(k)] + V(k - 1) = [a + V(k - I)] n V(k) 
in V(k). This decomposition is compatible with U because of 
UC u+ V(k - l), 
with V(i) for 0 < i < k - 1 because of V(i) C u + V(k - l), and finally 
with V(i) for k < i < n because of C,-, C V(i). Here, C,-, is a direct sum 
of copies of M,-, . Thus, in addition to g = 0, we may assume also 
u = w. 
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Let 
UC = [Un V(l)] @ c 
be a G-decomposition of U. Then, in view of Remark 2.3, 
w= u= UnV(l)@C, 
which yields obviously a decomposition of the Y-space (W, U, V(i)). And, 
U n V(1) is a direct sum of copies of N, . Hence, assume that 
u n V(k) = 0 forsome 1 <,-K <n+ 1. 
--~- 
Consider theF-subspace U n V(‘(K + 1) of V(K + 1). Let B, = {q , v2 ,..., va> 
be an F-basis of U n V(K + 1) n V(K) such that B, n V(Z) is an F-basis 
of U n V(K q) n V(Z) for each 1 < 2 < k. Furthermore, choose 
B, = (~)~+r , vDf2 ,..., v,+,} !Z V(K) such that, for each 1 < I < K, 
(B, u B,) n V(‘(I) is an F-basis of V(I). Now, applying Lemma 2.4 (with 
V = V(k)), we get the existence of anF-basis 
B = (~1, ~2 ,..., xs+p, ~1 , yz ,..., yp+o , ~1 9 ~2 ,..., 4 
of W such that B C U, 
vj = xj + Yjf for 1 < j d p + 4, 
and x, and yj belong to U n V(K + 1) for 1 < j < p. From here, it follows 
that 
w = 6 (XJ CB yjq a3 W’, 
j=l 
where w’ is generated by {x~+~ ,..., x~+~ , yP+r ,..., y3)+* , z1 ,..., zt} is a direct 
decomposition of the Y-space (IV, U, V(i)). Moreover, 
~(~,F$y,F)>UnV(k+l)nV(k) 
j=l 
is a direct sum of copies of Q,, with r + s = k. Thus, we may assume that 
U n V(k + 1) n V(k) = 0. 
Then, using the above notation, B, is a basis of V(k) and denoting by U’ 
the G-space generated by {x~+~ ,..., xDfQ , Y=+~ ,..., yp+*} we have in view 
of Lemma 2.4, U’ c U and v = U’ + V(k). Hence, 
U’ n [U n V(k + l)] = U’ n V(k + 1) = 0. 
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For, if U’ n V(K + 1) # 0, then, again by Lemma 2.4 (applied to U = U’, ___-- 
I/ = V(k)), we would have that U’ n V(k + 1) n V(K) # 0, a contradiction. 
Therefore, there is a decomposition of the G-space U: 
U = U’ 63 [U n V(k + l)] + C’ 
with an arbitrary G-complement C’. And, according to Remark 2.3, this 
decomposition induces the following decomposition of the Y-space 
(W u, V(i)>: 
W= UnV(K+l)@ W with W’ = u’ @ C’. 
Here, U n V(k + 1) is a direct sum of copies of N, . Thus, by an induction 
argument, after splitting off the copies of N, , the remaining complement 
satisfies the condition 
0 = Un V(n) = Un W= U, 
which implies that W = 0 = 0. 
The proof of Proposition 2.6 is completed. 
3. Structure Yz(G) u 9l(F) with [F: Gj = 2 
Again, throughout this section, G is a subfield of F satisfying dim Fo = 
dim oF = 2 and (1, f} is a basis of Fo (as well as of 3). Also, all vector spaces 
will be assumed to be finite dimensional. Two results will be proved in this 
section: Proposition 3.1 asserting that J?~(G) u Jl(F) is of finite type and 
Proposition 3.2 which is a consequence of Propositions 2.6, 2.7, and 3.1 and 
will be applied to prove the main theorem on Y-spaces in Section 8. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 9’ = J?~(G) u &$(F) be a structure such that 
dim FG = dim oF = 2. Then there are exactly 20 nonisomorphic ndecomposable 
Y-spaces. 
Proof. We shall show that every finitely generated Y-space ( W, , (U,), C 
(U,), , V,) is a direct sum of the following indecomposable Y-spaces: 
A, = (F, (4% 01, B, = (F, 0, 0, F), 
A, = (F, 0, G, (9, B, = (F, 0, G, F), 
A, = (4 G, G, 01, B, = (I;: G, G, F), 
A, = P, QF, Oh B, = P, 0, F, F), 
A, = (F, G, F, 01, B, = (F, G, F, F), 
A, = (F, F, F, 01, B, = (F,F,F,F); 
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C, = (F x F, 0 x 0, G x G, (1, f)F), 
C,=(FxF,GxO,GxG,(l,f)F), 
C,=(FxF,GxG,GxG,(l,f)F), 
C, = (F x F, G x G, G x F, (l,f)F), 
C, = (F x F, G x 0, G x F, (1, f)F), 
C, = (F x F, G x G, F x F, (1, f)F), 
D, = (F x F x F, G x G x 0, G x G x F, (1, f, l)F), 
D, = (F x F x F, G x G x 0, G x G x F, (f, l,O)F + (0, f, l)F). 
The proof will be given in several “reduction” steps. 
(i) First, decompose the Y-space (W, U, , V); thus, by Proposition 2.7, 
w= f3 PO@@ P,@w’, 
where W’ is a direct sum of copies of M, , M, , N, , N, , and Q, . This 
decomposition is also compatible with U, , because (Cl3 I’,, @ G3 PI) 2 U, . 
Thus, the Y-space (W, U, , U, , V) is a direct sum of copies of A, and B, 
and an Y-space in which 
-u, = 0. (1) 
(ii) Similarly, using again Proposition 2.7, decompose (W, U, , V): 
W= CD MO@@ M,@W’, 
where w’ is a direct sum of copies of N, , N, , P, , P, , and Qr,, . Obviously, 
this decomposition is also compatible with VI , because U, C U, C W’. 
Therefore, we may split off the direct sum of indecomposable Y-spaces 
A, and B, and assume that that (W, U, , U, , V) satisfies 
us = w. (2) 
(iii) Now, use again Proposition 2.7 and decompose the 9”-space 
(W u,, UL? n VI: 
where w’ is a direct sum of copies of M, , N, , and Qr,, ; observe that, in 
view of (l), w’ contains no copies of P, and PI . Since both U, and V contain 
@ M, 0 @ N, , this is a decomposition of the Y-space (W, U, , U, , V). 
Therefore, after splitting off the copies of B, and B, , we may assume that 
U,n_U,nV=O and _v,n v,‘c q. (3) 
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(iv) Similarly, consider the decomposition of (IV, U, , g1 + V): 
W= @No@@ P,@w’, 
where w’ is a direct sum of copies of N, , P, , and Qro ; in view of (2), IV’ has 
no summands of type M, and M, . Again, this decomposition is compatible 
with U, and V, because or + V C IV’. Hence, we split off copies of A, and A, 
and may assume 
q+u,+v=w and _u, c q + v. (4) 
(v) Consider the Y-space (W, U, n V, U, , U,) and apply 
Proposition 2.6: 
w= cI3 L,,@w’, 
where IV’ is a direct sum of copies of L,, , La, , L,, , and L,, . For, W’ has 
no summands of the types L,, , L,, , and L,, because of (I), no summands 
of the type La, because of (2) an d no summands of the type L,, because of (3). 
Now, since (U, n V) n IV’ = 0, U, n V c @ L,, and thus 
$ L,, = U, n V C V, 
this means that the above decomposition is compatible with V. Consequently, 
(W, U, , U, , V) is a direct sum of copies of B, and an Y-space in which 
Uln V = 0. (5) 
(vi) In a similar way, apply Proposition 2.6 to the Y-space 
(W, U, , U, , U, + V) and decompose 
w= 63 L,,@w’, 
where, this time, IV’ is a direct sum of copies of L,, , L,, , La,, , and L,, ; 
this follows from (I), (2), and (4). Now, U, + V n L,,, = 0 and thus, 
according to Lemma 2.1, U, + V C IV’. Thus, our decomposition is 
compatible with V C U, + V%%$it off the copies of A, and assume that 
u, f v = w. (6) 
(vii) In this step, use again Proposition 2.7 and decompose (W, U, , 
g2 n V, V): 
W = @ Qzo @ W’, 
where IV’ is a direct sum of copies of M, , M, , N, , and Qu ; W’ contains 
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no copies of M, because of (3), no copies of N, , N, , and Qi,, because of (5) 
and no copies of P, , P, , and P, because of (1). Now, since 
the above decomposition is compatible with Us, and we may split off the 
copies of C, . Thus, we may assume that 
_U, n V = 0. (7) 
(viii) Similarly, use Proposition 2.7 to decompose (IV, Ua , V, VI + V): 
W=cBQ,,@W’, 
where w’ is a direct sum of copies of N, , P1 , Pa, and Qlo ; this follows 
from (2), (4), and (6). Now, since 
we get in view of Lemma 2.1, 
Therefore the above decomposition is compatible with U, . Hence, (IV, U, , 
U, , V) is a direct sum of copies of C, and an Y-space satisfying 
i71 + v = w. (8) 
(ix) Now, using repeatedly the fact that as = W, we can find easily 
G-complements C, of _U, in ( O1 + us) n U, , C C U, n V such that 
_V,@Cr@C3 U,n V and finally C, of _V,@C,@C in U,. In view 
of Remark 2.4, 
W=C@W, where w’ = _V, @ G @ G . 
The construction of this decomposition ensures that it is compatible with 
U, ; moreover, it is also compatible with U, because of U, C W’ and with V 
because of C C V. Hence, (W, U, , U, , V) is a direct sum of copies of B, 
and an Y-space satisfying 
U,n VC Ul+ g2, (9) 
(x) Now, write T = U, + _V, + V and put 
A=(&+&12)n_T. 
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Thus, using the modular law, 
A = (A n VI) + IJZ . 
Observe that A n VI is U,-generated: A n Ur n VI = A n or. This 
follows immediately from Lemma 2.2 applied to U, C T: 
- - 
An VI = _Tn U, = _Tn U, = An U,. 
Consequently, 
A n U, = [(A n 01) + _u,l n U, 
= (An Uln U,) + g23(An DJ + g2 = A 
and thus A is U,-generated: A n U, = A. 
Now, define a G-complement C 2 U, by 
A@C=A+U,, 
and fix a G-basis {cl , c, ,..., c,} of C. We have therefore 
Since by (6), Ua + V = W, we have also 
U,f-/- v= w. 
Hence, 
ci = -dif + vi with di E U, , vi E V for 1 < i < n. 
Let D be the G-subspace generated by {dl , d, ,..., d,}. Thus D C U, . 
First, we shall show that 
A+CfD=A+U,. 
Obviously, A + C + D C A + U, . On the other hand, 
For, by 6% 
(A + U,) n (A + V) = A. 
(A + U,) n (A + V) = A + [U, n (A + V)l 
cA+(U,nT)=A+[Uzn(UI+_U,+V)l 
= A + [(U, + -v,) + U, n VI C A + [(QI + G) n _Tl = A. 
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Thus, using the modular law, the fact that C C C + D + V and (8), we have 
A + C + D = (A + C + D) + [(A + U,> n (A + V)] 
= (A + UJ n [(A + C + D) + (A + VI 
1 (A + U,) n (A + C + V) 2 (A + U,) n (al + V> 
= A+ U,. 
As a consequence of the inclusion U, C A + C + D, we have 
A+C+D=W. 
In fact, we claim that this sum is direct. For, since A + e C aI + gz 
andA+ VC_T, 
(A + C) n (A + V) = A; 
furthermore, (A + c) + (A + V) >_ aI + V = W. Also, 
(A + C + D) n (A + V) = A 
and 
Hence, 
(A + C + D) + (A + V) > U, + V = W. 
2n = dim Co = dim[(A + c)/AIG = dim[W/(A + V)lG 
= dim[(A + C + 0)/A], < dim(C + D)G < 2~2, 
because C + D is generated by {cr ,..., c, , dl ,..., d,}. Consequently, 
A+C+D=A@C@D. 
Now, applying Remark 2.3 to 
we get 
(A n U,) @ C @ D = U’ 
i7’=AnU,@C+D=A@C@B; 
for, u’ 5 _U, C A n U, . Thus, since U, CA + C + D and US = W, 
we have 
W=A@W with IV’ = C@D = G (c~F @diF). 
i=l 
This decomposition is compatible with U, , because 
(U, n A) 0 [U, n (C @ D)] = (77, n A) @ C = U, n (A @ C) 
= U, n (A + U,) = U, . 
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It is compatible with U, , because of Us >_ C @ D. Finally, in order to show 
compatibility with V, observe first that D _C C + (V n C @ D) and therefore 
A+C+(VnC@D)=W. 




Thus, the Y-space (IV, U, , U, , V) is a direct sum of copies of C, and of 
an Y-space satisfying 
q f _u, = w and u, + _u, + v = w. (10) 
Note that an immediate consequence of (10) is 
Indeed, if x E U, , then x = u + u’f + y with u, u’ E U, and y E _U, . 
But u’f = x - u - y belongs to U, and thus u’f~ _U, . Consequently, 
x = u + (u’f + y) E U, + ga . The other inclusion is trivial. 
(xi) Now, consider a basis {wr , v2 ,..,, v9} _C a1 n U, n V of --- 
V, = u1 n U, n V and extend it by {vDfl , vPf2 ,..., v,} _C ur n V to a basis 
of a1 n V. Write V, = ED?- z- p+l v,F. For each vi , 1 < i < n, there exist, 
by Lemma 2.4, elements xi , yi E U, such that z+ = xi + yif and such that 
ix1 > x2 3***, xn , Yl 9 y2 ,a*-, yn} isF-independent. Also, for 1 < i < p, yi E _uZ; 
for, 
yif = vi - xi E u, . 
Let X be a G-complement of @FzlyiG in U, n _V, . Then, obviously 
B= Uln~z@Vl=X@6(x,F@yiF). 
i=l 
This follows easily from X n 63~=i (x,F @ yiF) = 0. The latter relation is 
a consequence of the fact that there is no nontrivial relation 
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For, assuming that such a relation exists, we get 
by substitution xi = vi - yif. As a result, ~~=, viKi E _U, because of yi E _U, , 
and thus, in view of (7), cr=, Z’iKi = 0; hence, all ICY = 0. Now, denote by Y 
the G-subspace of W generated by {x~+~ , xP+a ,..., x, , yD+r , y8+a ,..., m}. 
We are going to prove that 
BnP=O. 
Since B n VI = B and Y C U, , it is sufficient to show that B n Y = 0. 
First, if 0 # y E Y, then yF $ V, , so V, n yF = 0, and consequently 
and 
dimo( V, @ yF) = dime V, + 2 
Thus, 
dime Y = 2 dime Y = dime Y + dime V, . 
dimd(V2 0 YF) n Yl 3 2, 
and there is x E (V, @ yF) n Y independent of y. Moreover, 
O’ = x + yf’ E V, with a suitable f’ E F. 
Consequently, assuming that 
OfyEBnY, 
we have 
y=u+v1 with u E U, n _V, and v, E V, , 
and thus there exists 0 # v’ E V, such that 
v’ = x + uf’ + oJ’ with suitable x E Y C U, and f’ EF. 
From here, 
and therefore 
2)’ - VJ ‘ = x + uf’ E u, + -v, c u, ) 
V’ - vlf’ E iJl n U, n V = VI. 
But this yields V’ E VI n V, , a contradiction. 
As the next step, take a G-complement C containing Y of B n U, in U, . 
Furthermore, complement the basis {wr , o2 ,..., v,} of VI @ V, by 
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h , “2 ,*a*, w,> to a basis of V. We claim that, for each wi , 1 < j < m, there 
is zj E V1 such that 
Wj = Wj - Zj E C + _U, e 
This follows from the fact that, by (IO), U, + lJ2 = W: 
Wj = Cj + Uj + Vj with cj E C, uj E _U, and 
For, since 
Vj E Vl * 
we get immediately 
as required. 
Wj - Zj = Cj + Uj + Uj’ E C $ _U, ) 
Write V’ = 6BE1 @jFj and put 
D = (C + V’) n _U, .
It is easy to see that 
For, by the modular law, 
(C + vl) n (I& n _U,) C [(C + V’) n i7J n (.T7 n _U,) 
= [( CT1 n V’) + C] n (Q n _U,) = C n aI n gz = 0. 
Also, 
(B@C)+DZW. 
Indeed, since by (8), (B + c) + V = W, we have for every w E W, 
w = a + t $ v = a’ + E + 5 wjKj = a’ $ E $- C’ + U’, 
j=l 
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Now, in view of the direct decomposition U, = X @ @r=r (xiG @ yrG) @ C, 
the above decomposition of W is compatible with U, . Also, it is obviously 
compatible with &Js . Consequently, it is compatible, in view of (IO’) with 
Us = U, + IJs . Finally, 
(Wn V)@ I[6 (X$@riF)] n Vi @[(C@D)n V] 
i=l 
= 0 @ v, @ v, @ V' = v, 
because 
Hence, the Y-space (W, U, , U, , V) is a direct sum of copies of A, 
(comprizing X), of copies of C, and of an Y-space satisfying 
tr, n _V, = 0 and i71nU,nV=0 (11) 
-- 
(xii) Now, consider the F-subspaces U, n V, V, and Vz of V defined by 
V, C ?Jl n V and U2n V+(iTlnV)== l&n V@V, 
and 
respectively. Put Y’ = VI @ V, . 
First, define 
P=Uln((_U,+U,nV) and Q = _V, n (i?& + U, n V). 
Using the modular law, (10) and (1 l), it is easy to see that 
Also, according to Lemma 2.2 applied to U, _C US + U, n V and 




U,n(U,+ U,nV)== U,n(U,+ U,nV) 
U, + U, n V = _V, + U, n V, 
-- 
PnU,=U,n(~2+U,nV)=~ln((_U,+U,nV)=P. 
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Second, put 
c = 01 n u, + V’ and D = _v, n U, f V”. 
Again, using the modular law, (10) and (1 I), we get easily that 
C@D2(Ol+ V’)n(g2+ V’)I V’. 
And, moreover, by Lemma 2.2 applied to U, C U, + V’ we get 
c n u, = u, n u, + V’ = i71 n u, + V’ = c. 
Now, we shall prove that 
q=c@P and _u, = D@Q. 
This will be achieved if we show that (a) C n P = 0, (b) C + P = vl, 
(c) D n Q = 0, and (d) D + Q = g2. 
(a) Show first that 
u, + V’ n u, n v = 0. 
Indeed, let 
and 
z=Zd+v with x E U, n V, u E U, , v’ E V’, 
(24 + 0’) f E u, + V’. 
-- 
Then x - v’ = u E U, n V and thus v’ = x - u E U, n V. Therefore, 
v‘ = 0. Also, uf E U, + V’, and thus uf = x + y with x E U, and y E V’. 
Consequently, x = uf - y = xf - y E U, n V, so 
y=xf-xxU2nVnV’=0, 
and therefore zf = x E V n U, = 0. Hence 
C n P = Ul n U, + V’ n (_U, + U, n V) 
= aI n ([U, + V’ n U, n V] + -U,} = 87, n _U, = 0, 
as required. 
(b) Let X be a G-complement of (C n 77,) @ (P n U,) in U, . Then 
C@P@X= q. Now, C @ P @ ga contains P @Q, and therefore 
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U, n V; moreover, it contains C @ D, and therefore V’. Consequently, it 
contains all of V, and thus 
But C @ P @ _U, @ X is a proper subset of W unless X = 0. Hence, 
ur = C @ P, as required. 
(c) We claim that 
(17~ + V’) n (17~ + U, n V) = iI& . 
For, let x belong to the intersection: 




Therefore, v’ E or and x = u’ + v’ E or , as required. Now, since or + V’ = 
u,$v’, 
DnQ=~2n(~l+V’)n(~l+U,+V) 
= &J2n iTl = 0. 
(d) Finally, using (8) and (lo), 
Us = LJ2 n {[(VI + Us n V) n (G + _V,)l + V’> 
= _V, n (Q + Ul + V’) = Q + D. 
Summarizing, 
w = WI @ w, with W, = P @ Q and W,=C@D 
is a decomposition which is compatible with VI , with _V, , and thus, by (10’) 
with Ua = U, + us , as well as with V. Moreover, since 
(U, n W,) n (V n WI) = V n WI 
and 
(Uzn W,)n(Vn W,) = 0, 
we have decomposed our Y-space (W, U, , U, , V) into a direct sum of 
Y-spaces satisfying the conditions 
U,nV=V P’) 
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and 
U,n V = 0, (12”) 
respectively. 
(xii’) Assume that the Y-space (W, U, , U, , V) satisfies, in addition 
to (l)-(ll), Us n V = V. 
Let (2)r , v2 ,..., zlP} be a basis of U, n V. By Lemma 2.4 applied to U, n V 
and or n V, there exists a basis 
{rl , r2 , . . . . r9 , s1 , s2 ,... , s?, , t, , t, ,..., tJ C U2 n V 
such that 
vi = r< +- Sif for all 1 < i < p. 
Also, by Lemma 2.4, there is an independent subset 
such that 
{Xl , x2 >--., xp , y1 , Y2 ,***, Y,> c u, 
vi = xi + Yif for all 1 ,< i < p. 
Thus, for each i, 1 < i < p, 
from here it follows that zi E iJ2 . Moreover, in view of (10) and (ll), we have 
a unique decomposition 
tj = aj + bjf with a, E ul and b, E U2 
for eachj, 1 <j < 4. Furthermore, aj = uj’ + aj”f with a,‘, u; E U, . Hence, 
tj - ai - bif = ayf E U, ; this implies that a; E _U, . Since U, n g2 = 0, 
a; = 0 which means that aj E U, for all 1 <j < 4. 
Now, we claim that both subsets 
and 
{zl , x2 ,..., zp , b, , b, I..., b,} C LJ2 
are independent. This follows easily from the facts that the G-subspaces 
U, , _V, and U, n V have pair-wise zero intersections and that the independent 
elements rd , si , and tj of U, n V satisfy the relations 
and 
ri = xi + xi , 
si = yi - qf-1, 
tj = aj + bjf. 
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Denote by C a G-complement of the G-space generated by {x1 , xa ,..., xD , 
y1 , y2 ,..., yp 3 a, , 4 >...> a,} in U, and by D an F-complement of the F-space 
generated by (zl , za ,..., x, , b, , b, ,..., b,} in &la . Then 
w = ii (XiF @yiF @ x,F) 0 6 (UjF @ bjF) @ w’, 
i=l j=l 
where w’ = C @ D is obviously a decomposition of W which is compatible 
with U r , _U, and thus with U, , as well as with V. Hence, the Y-space 
(W, U, , U, , V) is a direct sum of copies of D, and of copies of C, , and 
an Y-space (W’, U,‘, U,‘, V’) satisfying the condition V’ = 0. However, then 
U,’ = W’ and therefore _v,l = w’ in view of (6), U,’ = w’ in view of (8), 
and thus w’ = 0 by (11). 
(xii”) Finally, assume that the Y-space (W, U, , U, , V) satisfies 
u,n v = 0. 
Let h , 3 ,..., vp , a,+, ,... , v,} be an F-basis of V such that (v, , v2 ,. . . , vB} 
is a basis of aI n V. For each i, 1 < i < n, 
vi = ui + xi with ui E or and xi E _v, . 
Obviously, for 1 < i < p, zi = 0. Furthermore, one can see easily (as 
in previous (xii’) that both {ZQ , ua ,..., u,} and {a9+r , z~+~ ,..., z,} are 
independent. By Lemma 2.4, we get that 
vi = xi + Yif + zi with xi , yi E U, 
such that {x1 , x2 ,..., x, , y1 , ya ,..., yn} is independent. Again, let C be 
a complement of the G-space generated by {x1 , xa ,..., x, , yr , y2 ,..., yn} 
in U, and D a complement of the F-space generated by {z9+r , z~+~ ,..., z,} 
in _U, . Then 
W = 6 (qF @ yiF) @ i3 (xiF @ yiF 0 ziF) 0 W’, 
i=l i=p+l 
where w’ = C @ D, is a decomposition of W which is compatible with 
U, , as well as with V. Moreover, using the same argument as in the 
previous section (xii’), W’ must be 0. Hence the Y-space (W, U, , U, , V) 
is a direct sum of copies of C, and of copies of D, . 
The proof of Proposition 3.1 is completed. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let &(G) be given by the chain (1’ < 2’ < **a < m’} 
and &(F) by the chain (1” < 2” < *.. < n”}. Let 9 be a structure given by 
9,(G) u &a,(F) together with two additional relations (m - 2)’ < 1” and 
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(m - 1)’ < 2”. Let, moreover, dimFo = dim oF = 2. Assume that m 3 2 
and n > I. Then there are exactly 
$(m + l)(m + 2) + B(n + l)(n + 6) + 7 




m’ 0 2” 
,m -1)’ I ” 
(m-21 
Proof. Let (IV,, U(c), , V(T),) be th e g iven Y-space. First, decompose 
the vector space W, as the Y-space (W, , U[(m - l)‘]o , U(m’)G, V(l”)F). 
Write 
w = w, @ w, @ w, ) 
where W, is the direct sum of all copies of A, , A, , A,, and C, , W, is the 
direct sum of all copies of B, , B, , and B, and W, is the direct sum of all 
copies of the remaining types. Observe that A, , A, , A, , and C, are the 
only types X for which (X n U(m - 1)‘) + (X n V(1”)) # X and that 
X n U(m - 1)’ = 0 in all these cases. Moreover, observe that B, , B, , 
and B, are the only types X for which X n U(m - 1)’ n V(m”) # 0 and that 
X n V(1”) = X in all these cases. It follows that 
U(m - 1)’ n W, = 0 and V(ll)) n W, = W,. 
Consequently, the above is a decomposition of the Y-space (W, U(i’), V(i”)) 
and it is a matter of routine to calculate the number of the indecomposable 
Y-spaces: By Proposition 2.5, there are $(m + l)(m + 2) of those for which 
V(?‘) is the whole space; by Proposition 2.6, there are $(n + l)(n + 6) of 
those for which U(m - 1)’ = 0; in this process we have calculated 3 Y-spaces 
(namely those with U(m’) = 0, G or F and V(1”) = F) twice; to complete 
our list we have to add the types B, , B, , B, , C, - C, , D, , and Da of 
Proposition 3.1. The proof is completed. 
481/33/2-12 
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Remark 3.3 The proof of Proposition 3.1 can be shortened if we assume 
that F contains a central subfield K with [F: K] finite and KC G CF. For, 
in this case we can make use of the following duality with respect to K. 
If W is a finite dimensional K-vector space, let W* = Hom,(W, K) 
be the K-dual of W. Then dim KW = dim KW*, and we can identify W 
and W**. If U is a K-subspace of W, let Ul = {p’ E W* j Up, = 01. Then 
UL 6% (W/U)“, and under the identification of W and W**, we get also 
U = ULL. If V is another K-subspace of W, then UC V if and only if 
VLCU’-, and (U+V)i=ULnV’- and (UCIV)~=U~+V~. Now, 
assume that F is a field which contains K in its center and [F: K] is finite. 
If W, is a right finite dimensional F-vector space, then the K-dual W* 
becomes a left F-vector space, and thus a right F”-vector space. If K C G C F, 
and UG is a G-subspace of W, , then UJ- is a Go-subspace of W*. Also, since 
_U = CyFcV V, and U = nV,2v V, , it follows that 
_u-L = (Ul) and P = (U’). 
If the K-structure 9 for F satisfies the condition Fi = Fi for i < j, then 
we may define a K-structure Y* for Fo taking Sp with the inverse order and 
mapping each in Y* into the field (Fi)O. The K-structure Y* is called the 
dual K-structure of Y. Furthermore, every finite dimensional Y-space 
(W, WJ defines an Y*-space, namely (W, W,)* = (W*, WiL), and 
(W, w,)** = (W, Wi). 
Now, in the case of 9’ = Ys(G) u 9l(F), the dual K-structure Y* of 9’ 
is just Y* = Ys(GO) u 9r(Fo); thus, every result on the decomposition of 
Y-spaces can be applied to the K-structure Sf’*, and yields therefore a dual 
result for Y-spaces. For example, in the first step of the proof of 
Proposition 3.1, we have shown that every Y-space is the direct sum of copies 
of As and B, , and an Y-space in which lJi = 0. Now, if (W, U, , U, , V) is an 
Y-space, then we may apply this result to the Y*-space (W*, 7JzL, UIL, V’-); 
hence, (W*, UzL, UIL, VL) h d t is t e irec sum of copies of (FO, Fo, F”, 0) and 
(Fo, F”, F”, FO), and an Y*-space in which (Usl) = 0. Applying the dual 
argument again, we see that (W, U, , U, , V) = (W*, UgL, lJIL, Vl)* is the 
direct sum of copies of B, = (FO, Fo, FO, 0)* and A, = (FO, Fo, P, F”)*, 
and an Y-space in which us = 0;’ = (Usl)i = O1 = W. In this way, 
we may replace every second argument in the proof by a reference to the 
duality. 
4. K-Structure Yl(G) with [F: Gj = 3 
Throughout this section, we assume that K C G C F are three fields such 
that K is central in F, [F: G] = 3 and [G: K] = rz. Let Y = Yr(G). First, 
we want to show the existence of an indecomposable Y-space (W, , U,) 
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with dim Wr = 2. To this end, we need the following lemma which will 
also be used to prove Proposition 7.4. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let [F: G] = 3 and e E F\G. Then there exists a G-subspace 
UG of F x F such that 
dim UG = 3, lJnUe=O and U n (F x 0) = 0. 
Proof. First, assume that F is commutative. Obviously, (1, e, e2> is 
a basis of F, . If es # G + eG, let f = e2, otherwise, put f = e + e2. (1, e, f} 
as well as { 1, e, ef} are bases of Fo . Let 
u = (0, 1)G + (e, e)G + (1,f)G. 
Since (1, e, f> is a basis of F, , we have U + F x 0 = F x F, so 
dim U, = 3 and UnFxO=O. 
If x E U n Ue, say 
x = kg2 + g3 , gl + egz +fB3) = (e2g2’ + eg,‘, eh’ + e2s2’ + ef&‘> 
with gi , gi’ E G for 1 < i < 3, then 
g3 + 4g2 - g3)) - e2g,l = 0 
implies that g, = 0 = g,’ and g, = ga’, because (1, e, ee> is a basis of FG . 
Comparing the second components of x, we have 
a+ 4g2 - gl’) - efg3’ = 0, 
and since (1, e, ef} is a basis of Fo , we conclude that g, = 0 = g,’ and 
g, = g,‘. Consequently, sinceg, = g,’ = 0, x = 0. Therefore U n Ue = 0, 
which proves the lemma in the case when F is commutative. 
Thus, we can assume that the field F, and therefore also K, are infinite. 
Let W, = F x F and U, = G x G x G. Consider the affine variety 
Hom,( Uo , W,) M Ka+n 
over K. Denote by Aut UG the automorphism group of Uo . Also, consider 
the ring T,(F) of all 2 x 2 upper triangular matrices over F as the subring 
of Homr(Wr , W,) of all elements mapping F x 0 into itself, and denote 
by T,(F)X its group of units. Both Aut Uo and T,(F)X are open subvarieties 
of affine varieties, namely 
Aut Uo C Hom,( U, , Uo) M K3.3.n 
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and 
T,(F)X c T,(F) % IP3.n. 
Moreover, Aut Uo x T,(F)x operates on Hom,(Uo , IV,) via 
(LX, /3)p, = ,E+JoI~~ for 01 E Aut Uo , p E Ts(F)X and v E Homo( UG , IV,). 
Here, the diagonal KX = {(k, k) 1 k E Kx} C Aut Uo x T,(F)x operates on 
Homo( UG , IV,) trivially. Since 
Dim(Aut Uo x T,(F)X/KX) = 9n + 972 - 1 = 1%~ - 1, 
whereas 
Dim Hom,( UG , W,) = l&z, 
we conclude that there are infinitely many orbits. 
Now, denoting by Y’ the K-structure Yr(G) u #r(F), it is easy to see that 
these orbits correspond bijectively to the isomorphism classes of Y-spaces 
of the form (F x F, UG’, F x 0) with dim U,’ < 3. For, given 
we can construct the Y-space (F x F, v(U), F x 0) and, obviously, we get 
in this way all such Y-spaces. If v, $ E Hom,(Uo , WC) belong to the same 
orbit, that is, if there are (II E Aut UG and /3 E T,(F)x such that # = &z-r, 
then the automorphism /3: W, + W, maps F x 0 into F x 0, and 
P(dUN = P(wYW = t%-‘(U) = 4(U); 
thus, (F x F, v(U), F x 0) and (F x F, (6(U), F x 0) are isomorphic 
Y-spaces. Conversely, if there is an isomorphism of Y-spaces 
8: (F x F, p’(u), F x 0) - (F x F, #(u), F x O), 
then #I E T,(F)X and, since both &I and (CI map U onto z,h(U), there is also 
OL E Aut UG with $ = &x-i. 
We want to show that there is only a finite number of (nonisomorphic) 
Y’-spaces of the form (F x F, UG , F x 0) with dim UG < 3 which satisfy 
either Un Ue # Oor UnF x 0 # 0. 
First, there is only a finite number of decomposable Y-spaces (F x F, U, 
F x 0). Indeed, an Y-space (W, , U’, V’) with dim W, = 1 is either 
of the form (F, U, F) or of the form (F, U, 0), and thus there are just 8 such 
nonisomorphic Y’-spaces, corresponding to whether dim lJo = 0, 1, 2, or 3. 
Perhaps only the case when dim U, = 2 requires to show that every Y-space 
(F, U, V’) with V’ = 0 or F, is isomorphic to (F, G + eG, V’), where 
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e E F\G. Indeed, both U and Ue-i are K-subspaces of FK of dimension 2n, 
and therefore, since dim FK = 3n, there exists 0 # x E U n Ue-r. And, 
it is easy to see that the left multiplication by x maps (F, G + eG, V’) into 
(F, xG + xeG, V’) = (F, U, V’), as required. 
Also, there is (up to an isomorphism) only one indecomposable Y-space 
(F x F, U, F x 0) with dim U, = 2. Obviously, we can assume that 
(0, 1) E U and that U = (0, l)G + (1, f)G with a suitable f e F\G. If 
U’ = (0, 1)G + (1, f ‘)G with another f’ E F\G, then 
(G +f’G)n(G+f’G)f #O, 
because both G + f ‘G and (G + f ‘G) f are K-subspaces of F of dimension 2~2, 
and dim FK = 3n. Thus, there is a nonzero element y E F such that 
Y =a +f’gz and 
for some g, , g, , g,‘, g,’ E G. Define 
Yf = g,’ + f 2s’ 
fx = g2’ - g,f and P =A!23 
and observe that LY # 0; for, otherwise, g, = 0 = g2’, and, consequently, 
g, = y f 0 and g,f = g,’ E G. Then, (g &) is an automorphism of IV, 
which maps F x 0 into itself and U into u’ according to 
and 
6 fK3 = (;I = igl :frg,j = 0 g1+ c;/, g2 
(; f)( :, = i” ;;f) = (g~gy;;;2?f) = (3 g,’ + (j,) g,‘. 
Similarly, there is at most one indecomposable Y-space (F x F, U’, F x 0) 
with dim U,’ = 3 and U n F x 0 # 0. For, if such an Y-space exists, 
then, in view of indecomposability, necessarily dim( U’ n F x O), = 1 and 
U’ n U’e = 0. We may assume that G x G C u’, and thus let 
U’ = G x G + (e’, f ‘)G with suitable e’, f’ EF. 
Let {I, e, f > be a basis of cF and let U = G x G + (e, f)G. We are going 
to show that (F x F, U, F x 0) and (F x F, u’, F x 0) are isomorphic. 
Since (G + f ‘G) n (G + f ‘G)f-l # 0, there is a nonzero y E F such that 
Y =g2 +f’g, and Yf = g2’ + f 2%’ 
for some g, , g, , g2), g,’ E G. Since (1, e, f} is a basis of cF, we can write 
--e’g,f + e’g3’ = -g,’ + me + g,f 
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with the coefficients g,‘, 01 and g, from G. Defining, furthermore, 
p = gI + e’ga , we can verify easily that v = (8 2) is an endomorphism of 
W, which maps F x 0 into F x 0 and U into u’: 
and 
Now, if q~ is not an isomorphism, then 01 = 0 and thus F x 0 is its kernel. 
But q( U) = (U + ker q)/ker 91 = (U + F x 0)/F x 0 is of dimension 2 over 
G, and therefore F x F = (F x 0) @ q( U)F is a direct decomposition of W, 
compatible both with F x 0 and u’, a contradiction. Hence v is an 
isomorphism, as required. 
Finally, there is just one indecomposable Y-space (F x F, U, F x 0) 
with dim UG = 3 and U n Ue # 0. For, such an Y-space necessarily 
satisfies U n F x 0 = 0, and we may assume that (0, e) E U n Ue. Hence 
u = (0, l)G + (0, W + (h,f)G, 
where { 1, e, f} is a basis of FG and 0 # h E F. Now, if 
u’ = (0, 1)G + (0, e)G + (h’,f)G 
is another such Y’-space, one can see immediately that the automorphism 
( “‘t-l i) of W, maps F x 0 into F x 0 and U into u’. 
Thus, we have shown that there is only a finite number of (nonisomorphic) 
Y-spaces of the form (F x F, UG , F x 0) with dim U, < 3 satisfying 
either U n Ue # 0 or U n F x 0 f 0. Since the number of nonisomorphic 
Y-spaces (F x F, UG , F x 0) with dim UG < 3 is infinite, we conclude 
that there are Y-spaces (F x F, UG , F x 0) with 
dim U, = 3, UnUe=O and UnFxO=O. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
Now, if we take a subspace UG ofF x F with dim UG = 3 and U n Ue = 0, 
then the Y-space (F x F, U,) is indecomposable. For, otherwise the inter- 
section UG’ of UG with one of the one-dimensional summands would have 
dimension at least two and thus U’ n U’e # 0, in contradiction to 
U n Ue = 0. We are ready to formulate the following: 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. Let Y = 9l(G) b e a K-structure such that [F: G] = 3. 
Then there are exactly $ve nonisomorphic indecomposable Y-spaces. 
Proof. First, choose a basis (1, e, f} of F, which is a basis for the vector 
space GF, as well. This is possible in view of the fact that if (1, e, f ‘} and 
(1, e, f “} are bases of F, and GF, respectively, then either one of them or 
(1, e, f’ + f “} is a basis for both FG and GF. 
We are going to prove that every finitely generated Y-space (Wr , Uo) 
is a direct sum of indecomposable Y-spaces of the form 
(9 (F, 01, 
(ii) (F, G), 
(iii) (F, G + eG), 
(iv) (F, F), and 
(3 (F x F, (G x G) + (e, f PI. 
First, it is obvious that 
w= _v@Ww,@W,, 
where WI is an F-complement of u in W and W, is an F-complement of 
_U @ W, in W, is a decomposition of the Y-space (W, U). Here _U is a direct 
sum of copies of (iv) and WI is a direct sum of copies of (i). Hence, we may 
assume that &J = 0 and that u = W. 
Now, consider theF-subspace U n Ue-r and let {ur , u2 ,..., u,} C U n Ue-1 
be an F-basis of it. Thus 
h , u2 ,..., ur , u,e, w,..., w) 
is a G-independent subset of U. Since 0 = W, {ur , u2 ,..., u,> can be extended 
to an F-basis 
of W. Define 
@l , uz ,..., UT, u,+1 ,***, us> c u 
X=u,G~u,G~...~u,GcUcu,F~u,F~~..~u~= W. 
Obviously, since X + Xe + Xf = W, every element eu E W has the form 
w = x0 + w + x2f with xi EX. 
Now, the G-independent subset 
{ul , u2 ,..., u, , ur+1 ,-., u, , w, us, . . . . w) C U 
can be extended by {vr , va ,..., vt} to a G-basis of U. We may assume that 
vj E Xe + Xf, let 
vj = xi’e + x:f with xi’, xJ E X, 1 <j<t. 
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Put 
A,= &G+ &‘G+ &;G_CxG, 
i=l j=l j=l 
and observe that 
UCAfX. 
Choose a G-complement B of A in X: X = A @ B. Then, I$’ = 2 @ B 
is a decomposition of the Y-space (W, U). For, since U C A + X C a + B, 
every element u E U can be written 
u=if+b with ZEA and bEB; 
hence, SE A n U and b E B n U 2 %? n U, as required. Here, B is obviously 
a direct sum of copies of (ii). Thus, we may assume that A = X and thus 
a = w. 
Now, since [G: K] = n, 
dim UK = (r + s + t)n and dim W, = 3sn. 
Also, considering the G-subspaces U n V, Ue-1 n V, and Uf --I IT V of 
V = U n Ue-I, we see easily that 
dim( U n V), = dim( Ue-l n V), = dim( Uf -1 n V), 3 2m 
and dim V, = 3m. Thus, 
dim( U n Ue-l)K = dim[( U n V) n (Ue-1 n V)IK > h. - 3rtz = rn. 
Moreover, since _U = 0, U n Ue-1 n Uf -1 = (U n Ue-1) n (Uf -1 n V) = 0, 
and we deduce immediately that dim( U n Ue-l)K = rn. Hence, 
3sn > dim( U + Ue-l)K = dim UK + dim( Ue-l)K - dim( U n Ue-l)K 
= (r + 2s + 2t)n 
and thus 
dim W, = s > r + 2t. 
Consequently, in view of the fact that the set (ur , ua ,..., u, , x1’, xr ,..., xt’, x3 
F-generates W, we obtain the decomposition 
W = 6 uiF @ & (xj’F @ x;F) 
i=l j=l 
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of the Y-space {Uo C W,} into indecomposable Y-spaces of types (iii) 
and (v). The proof is completed. 
A case similar to that of Proposition 4.2 was treated in [5]; it can be dealt 
with by the same method as here. 
II. CATEGORIES OF STRONGLY UNBOUNDED TYPE 
5. Construction of Large Indecomposable Representations 
The aim of this section is to study the representations of certain rather 
simple K-species and to construct large indecomposable representations. 
As P. Gabriel [7] has pointed out (in the classical case), there is a strong 
affinity between K-structures and K-species. In some cases, there is a corre- 
spondence between a K-structure 9 and a K-species d in such a way that 
the categories G;(Y) of all Y-spaces and ‘%(J?) of all representations of 9 
are nearly equivalent to each other. Since it is usually easier to operate 
within an Y-space than within a representation of a K-species, the final 
classification of K-species of finite type is derived from the corresponding 
classification of K-structures of finite type. However, in some instances, there 
is an advantage in working in the category ‘93(s), because %(9) is an abelian 
category, whereas this is usually not true for 6(Y). In the sequel, we use 
the fact that ‘%(Z?) is abelian, mainly in order to be able to apply the following 
criterion for indecomposability. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let % be a Grothendieck category and let B, B’ be inde- 
composable objects of K 
(a) Let 
0 = A,cA,c*.._CA, =A 
be a sequence of subobjects A, E ‘3l of A such that A,/Ai-1 m B for all 1 < i < k. 
If every morphism B + A/A,-1 with 1 < i < k maps B into A,/A,-, , then A 
is indecomposable. 
(b) In addition, let 
0 =A,‘CA,‘C...cA,’ = A’ 
be a sequence of subobjects Ai’ E ‘2l of A’ such that A,‘/A;-, m B’ for all 
1 < j < 1. If Hom(B, B’) = 0, then aZso Hom(A, A’) = 0. 
(c) Let 
0 = A,CA,C...CA,_,CA,~..._CA = u A, 
iEN 
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be a sequence of subobjects of A such that A,IA,-, m B for all i E N. If every 
morphism B --j A/A,-, , i E N, maps B into AJA,, , then A is indecomposable. 
Proof. We prove first (a) by induction on k. We show that every idem- 
potent E in Hom(A, A) is either 0 or 1. Since with E also 1 - E is an idempotent 
and either EAT # 0, or (1 - c) A, # 0, we may assume that <A1 # 0. Let 
p: A, --+ A be the inclusion of A, in A. Then 6~: A, + A maps A, m B 
into A, , so there is E’ in Hom(Ar , A,) with EP = PE’. Obviously, E’ is also 
an idempotent, and since A, is indecomposable, either E’ = 1 or E’ = 0. But 
E’ = 0 is impossible since EAT # 0; hence, E’ = 1. If we denote by 
a: A + A/A, the canonical projection, then there is E” in Hom(A/A, , A/A,) 
with E”T = no, and so 6” is an idempotent. All the assumptions are satisfied 
for A/A, with the series 
0 = Al/A, C AZ/A, C ..+ C A,/A, = A/A,, 
of subobjects. Thus, by induction, either E” = 1 or E” = 0. Now E’ = I 
together with E’ = 1 implies that E is an isomorphism and then E = 1. 
Hence, we may assume that E” = 0. But then rre = 0, so E = pp for some 
p: A+ A,, since p is the kernel of r. It follows that pp = 1. As a 
consequence, also the inclusion A, C A, splits, that is A, = A, @ C with 
C w AZ/A, . But AZ/A, m B shows that there exists an embedding of B 
into A, C A which avoids A,. This contradiction shows that E = 1, as 
required. 
Now, let v: A -+ A’ be a morphism. In order to prove (b), we will use 
induction with respect to k + 1. If k > 1, let p: A, + A be the inclusion. 
Then p)~: A, -+ A’ is zero, so A, Z ker v, and q~ induces a map v’: A/A, + A’ 
which, again by induction, has to be zero. Therefore, v = 0. Similarly, 
if 1 > 1, let ?r’: A’ -+ A’/A,’ be the projection. Then rr’q~: A -+ A’/A,’ is, 
by induction, zero. Consequently, v maps into Al’, but then also v = 0. 
Finally, in order to verify (c), we note that every endomorphism 
v E Hom(A, A) maps Ai into Ai for all i E N. For, assuming that vAi-, C Ai-l, 
denote by y’ the induced map AlAi-, + A/Aim,. Then, by assumption, 
$(Ai/Ai-,) lies in A,/A(-, , since A,/A,-, m B. Thus also vAi C Ai . 
In particular, every idempotent endomorphism E E Hom(A, A) maps Ai 
into itself and so induces a decomposition of Ai. But note that, by (a), 
Ai is indecomposable. Thus, if E is an idempotent such that cA1 # 0, then 
cAi # 0 for all i, and therefore the restriction of E to Ai is the identity. 
Hence, since A = UisN Ai , we conclude that E = 1. This completes the 
proof. 
Now, we consider a K-species (Ki , iMj)i,jGl with I = (1, 2) and lMl = 
2M2 = zMl = 0. That is, there is given just a bimodule KJlM2)K2 on which 
K acts centrally and which is finite dimensional over K. A representation 
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is given by a pair (I’,), , (I’,), of vector spaces together with a map of 
the form v: (V,), @ 4(rMJK, + (I’.&, . To avoid indices, we write 
Kl = F, K, = G, lM, = M, V, = X, V, = Y and simply speak about 
the K-species FMG and its representations (X, Y, y). We shall denote by 
v*: X, -+ Horn&M,, Yo) the adjoint mapping of v. Maps from (X, Y, 9’) 
to (xl, Y’, 99’) are pairs of mappings a: X, + X,‘, /3: YG + Yo’ satisfying 
/3~ = v’(m @ l), or, equivalently, Hom(1, p) v* = ~‘*a. In this way, we get 
the abelian category !QMo) of all representations of FMG. 
If (X, Y, y) is a representation of FMF, and v is not an epimorphism, 
let CG be a complement of v(X @ M) in Y, and 0: 0 @ M -+ C the zero 
map. Then 
is a decomposition in !&Mo). Thus, for an indecomposable object (X, Y, p) 
in 9&M,), either q.~ is an epimorphism or (X, Y, 9)) M (0, Go, 0) with 
the zero mapping 8. We denote by ‘%e(,Mo) the full subcategory of 9&Mo) 
of all objects (X, Y, v) with an epimorphism v. Similarly, we denote by 
%TT&M~) the full subcategory of ‘9&Mo) of all objects (X, Y, 93) such that 
v* is monomorphism. Then, an indecomposable object of $&Mo) either 
belongs to %m(,M,) or is isomorphic to (F, , 0, F, @ FMG -+ 0). The 
K-species FMG is therefore of finite type if and only if one of the categories 
‘%e(,M,) and !Nm(,MG) (and, therefore both) is of finite type. And similarly, 
if one of the categories ‘&Mo), %e(FMF), and ‘%m(,M,) is of strongly 
unbounded type, then all three categories are of strongly unbounded type. 
The following proposition is of great importance. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let FMG be a K-species. If (dim FM) x (dim M,) 3 4, 
then FMG is of strongly unbounded type. 
Proof. Let 2I = ‘$&Mo) be the category defined as follows: the objects 
of 2I are of the form (Uo , X, , II,), where #: UG + X, 6~ FMG is G-linear 
and the morphisms (Uo , X, , 4) --f (Uo’, Xi, #‘) are given by pairs 
(y, a) withy: Uo + UG’, 01: X, ---f X,’ such that #‘y = (a @ I)#. Obviously, 
2I is an abelian category. We are mainly interested in the full subcategory 
23 = %&Mo) of all objects ( UG , XF , 4) of 2I, where II, is an inclusion 
(usually denoted by L), in which case a morphism is fully determined by 
a single mapping ol: X,---f X,’ and so we write instead of (y, a) simply 01. 
Also, if X, = @,F, with an index set I, then 
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and we will frequently identify X, @ FMG and 0, MG. The category ‘i9 
is equivalent to %e(,M,). For, consider the functor !.Re(FMG) + 23 which 
sends (XF , YG , ~‘1 to Per P, XF , L), where L: ker v --f X, @ FMG is the 
inclusion of the kernel of y: X, @ FMG + Yo . Since 9) is an epimorphism, 
CJJ is (up to a canonical isomorphism) determined by L, and therefore the 
functor is an equivalence. If we define a dimension in 23 by 
dim(UG, Xr, 4) = dimXK, 
then our functor is a dimension functor. For, if dim ,M = n, then dim YK < 
dim(Xr @ FM)x = n dim X, and therefore 
& (dim X, + dim YK) < dim X, < dim X, + dim YK . 
Let d = dim MG , d’ = dim FM, and d’d > 4. First, we assume that 
d’ < d, and show that in this case 23 = 23(FMG), and therefore ‘iRe(FMG), 
is of strongly unbounded type. To prove that 8 has many indecomposable 
objects, we will work in the abelian category 2l and construct objects which 
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 5.1 and which belong to 23. Note that 
objects of 23 of the form (Uo , FF , L are indecomposable in 2f. For, in a direct ) 
decomposition (Uo , FF , L) = (X, Y, F) @ (xl, Y’, v’), also v and v’ are 
monomorphisms, and since YF @ Y’, = F, , either (X, Y, 9)) = (0, 0, 8) 
or (x’, Y’, v’) = (0, 0, 0). 
We will consider two cases, namely the case where d’ = 1 and d > 4, 
and the case d > d’ 3 2. 
(i) Let d > 4, d’ = 1. Hence FMG = FFG, and G can be viewed as 
a subfield of F. If x E F\G, consider the object B = B, = (G + xG, F, L), 
where L: G+xGCF, =FFgFFG is the inclusion map. We are going to 
construct in 2I a sequence 
0 =A,CA,_C ..-CA,-,CAi_C..-_CA = UAi 
iEN 
with A, Ai E !23 and A,/A,-, M B for all i E N, and such that every morphism 
B + A factors through A, , and that, for everyj E N, there is an isomorphism 
A -+ A/A, mapping Ai onto A,,/A, for all i E fV. Then, in view of Lemma 5.1, 
A as well as all Ai are indecomposable. 
Since G + xG + Gx + XGX is a proper K-subspace of FK (for, 
dim(G + xG + Gx + xGx)~ < 4 dim GK , because xG n Gx # 0 and 
4 dim GK < dim FK), there is an element y E F\G + xG + Gx + XGX. Let 
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U, be the G-subspace of (Fi)o = FG x *** x FG (i copies), generated by 
Gi=Gx ... x G and the i elements 
u1 (x, o,..., O), 
u2 = (Y, x, o,..., 01, 
U&l = (O,..., 0, Y, x, 01, and 
ui = (0 )..., 0, y, x). 
Let Ai = ( lJi , P, L) and, for k < i, consider A, embedded into Ai via 
(U, , F”, I) m (U, x Oi-lc, FIG x Oi-7c, L) C (Ui , Fi, L). 
Also, let A = UieN Ai . 
Every map B - A maps B into some Ai, so we may assume that there is 
given a mapping 
a: B = (G + xG, F, L) + A, = ( Ui , Fi, L) 
which does not factor through Aipl ; we want to show that i < 1. The 
mapping (Y determines elementsf, ,..., fi-1 E F with 
(fi ,..-,fi-l Y l) E ui and (frx,...,fi-lx, x) E Ui . 
For, let a(1) = (fL,*.., fi’) EF X ... x F. By assumption, fi’ # 0. Now, 
(Y maps G + xG into Ui , SO a(l) = (fi’ ,..., fi’) and a(x) = (fi’x ,..., fi’x) 
both belong to Ui . Since fi’ and fi’x are right G-independent, and belong to 
G + xG, they generate G + xG, so there are elements g, , g, E G with 
ft’gl + f,‘xg, = 1 and g, , g, E G with fi’g3 + fi’xg, = x. Now, the last 
component of ol(l)(g, + xgJ is 1, so let 
4gl + ‘g2) = dl)(gl + xg2) = (fi 9.e.7 fi-1 7 1). 
The last component of a(l)(ga + xg4) is x, and since this is an F-multiple of 
4)(gl + xgz), we get 
4g3 + xL?4) = 4l)klf xg2)x = (fix*.*.7 fi-lx, x)9 
as required. 
Now, assume that i 3 2. Then, from (fi ,..., fipl , 1) E Vi , we derive 
that fiel E G + xG, and thus fi,x E Gx + XGX. Similarly, from (fix ,..., 
fi-lx, x) E Ui , we derive that there are elements g, g’ E G with 
f&lx = g + xg’ + Y, 
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and therefore y E G + Gx + xG + XGX, a contradiction. This shows that 
01 maps B into A, . 
We have shown that 2J has indecomposable objects of arbitrarily large 
finite dimension and of infinite dimension. Now assume that K is infinite, 
and let [G: K] = n. We want to show that there is an infinite set E C F \G 
with Hom(B, , B,,) = 0 for x # x’ in E. Consider the affine variety 
Hom,(G, x Go, FG) w KBdn 
over K. The algebraic group Aut(F,) x Aut(G, x Go) operates on it via 
(cw, /3)~ = ol&l for 01 E Aut(F,), p E Aut(Go x Go) and ‘p E Homo(G x F, F). 
Obviously, the diagonal Kx = ((K, k) 1 k E Kx} C Aut(FF) x Aut(Go x Go) 
operates trivially on Homo(G x G, F), and 
Dim(Aut(F,) x Aut(G, x Go)/Kx) = dn + 4n - 1. 
Since 
dn + 4n - 1 < 2 dn - 1 < 2 dn, 
it follows that there are infinitely many orbits. But there are even infinitely 
many orbits containing only monomorphisms. For, if v E Homc(G x G, F) 
is not a monomorphism, then dim Im(v)o < 1. Since there is just one 9) with 
Im(y) = 0, consider y, q~’ with 
dim Im(g))o = 1 = dim Im(v’)o . 
Let Im(p) = fG and Im(v’) = f ‘G, where f, f’ are nonzero elements of F 
and let 01 E Aut(FF) be the left multiplication by f ‘f -l. Then there is obviously 
an automorphism p of Go x Go such that av = ~‘/3, and thus q~ and v’ 
belong to the same orbit. Consequently, we have infinitely many orbits 
containing only monomorphisms. Since Aut(F,) is transitive on the nonzero 
elements of F, every such orbit contains a map v with 1 E Im(v). We may 
select a set E of elements x E F\G such that the maps GF x Go M 
G + xG -+ F, belong to different orbits. Now, we want to show that 
Hom(B,,B,~)=Oforxfx’ofE.Let~:Go~G~~G+xGc-+Fo, 
and F’: Go x GG w G + x’G c+ F, , and assume there is a nonzero 
mapping ol: (G + xG, F, L) + (G + x’G, F, L) in !Z&Mo). Then a! is an 
automorphism of F, , and therefore also the restriction of (Y to G + xG 
is an isomorphism. But then there exists /3 E Aut(Go x Go) making the 





GG x Go% G+x’GC+F 
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so OIL = ~‘/3, and v and rp’ belong to the same orbit. This contradiction shows 
that Hom(B, , B,,) = 0 f or x # x’ E E. Hence, by Lemma 5.1.(b), it follows 
that there are infinitely many dimensions for which there are infinitely 
many nonisomorphic indecomposable objects. This proves the result in 
the case when d > 4, d’ = 1. 
(ii) Let d 3 d’ 2 2 and let [G: K] = n, [F: K] = 71’. Hence dn = d’n’, 
and thus n < n’. For 0 # x EM, consider the object B = B, = (xG, FF , c), 
where L: xG C MG = F, @ FMG is the inclusion map. Again, we are going 
to construct in 21 a sequence 
0 = A,CA,C *--CA,-lCAiC***LA = UAi 
ioN 
with A, Ai in 23 and A,IA,-, m B for all i E N. First, take y E M \(xG +Fx). 
This is possible, because xG + Fx is a K-subspace of MK , and 
dim(xG + Fx)~ < dim(xG)g + dim(Fx)K - 1 = n + n’ - 1 < 2n’ - 1, 
whereas dim MK = (dim Mo)(dim GK) = dn = d’n’ 3 2n’. Let lJi be the 
G-subspace of Mi = MG x ... x MG (i copies) generated by the elements 
241 = (x, 0 ,...) O), 
u2 = (y, x, o,..., O), 
. 
U&l = (O,*.., 0, Y, x, Oh and 
ui = (0 )...) 0, y, x). 
Let Ai = (Vi , Fi, L) with the inclusion I: lJi C Mi = F/ @ FMG. As in 
the previous case, we embed, for K < i, A, into A, by (U, , F”, L) w 
(U, x Oi-“i, Fk x Oi-k, L) C ( Ui , Fi, L), and define A = lJiEN Ai . Again, we 
assume that there is a mapping 
01: B = (xG, F, L) + Ai = (Vi y Fi, L)> 
which does not factor through AidI , and we want to show that i < 1. Now 
01: FF -+ FFi is determined by ol(1) = (fr ,...,fJ gFi, and by assumption 
fi#O. Thenor@l:M=F,@.M +FPi@FM=Mimapsz~Minto 
(f1+*, fiz). In particular, x is mapped into (fix,..., fix), and thus (fix,..., fix) 
belongs to Vi . Therefore, there are elements g, E G, 1 < K < i, with 
(fix,-, fix) = c ukgk * 
k=l 
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If i 3 2, we may compare the last two components 
f&P = xgi-1 + YE< and fix = xgi . 
Since fi # 0, gi # 0, so the last equality can be written as xg;’ = f;‘x, 
and multiplying the first equality from the right by g;‘, we get after sub- 
stitution 
y = fi-, f ;lx - xgi-lg;l E Fx + xG, 
a contradiction. This shows that i < 1 and hence, in view of Lemma 5.1, all 
the Ai and also A, are indecomposable. This shows that in 23 are inde- 
composable objects of arbitrarily large dimension. 
Now, assume that K is infinite. Consider the affine variety M m Kdn 
over K together with the algebraic group FX x GX (Fx and GX are the 
multiplicative group of F and G, respectively) operating via (f, g)x = fxg-l 
for f EFX, g E GX, x E M. Obviously, the diagonal KX = ((k, k) 1 k E KX} C 
GX x FX operates trivially. Now, 
Dim(GX x Fx)/KX = n + n’ - 1 < 2n - 1 < dn, 
and consequently, there are infinitely many orbits. Choose an infinite set 
ELM\(O) f p o re resentatives of different orbits. We claim that 
Horn(&) B,,) = 0 for x # x’ E E. 
For, a homomorphism 01: B, --f B,, is given by a commutative diagram 
1 B 1 -01 )
x’G+M~MF~@~M~ 
where fi is the restriction of 010 1, and if 01 # 0, then /3(x) = x’g for some 
g E GX, and (a @ 1)x = fx for some f E FX, so that 
fx = (a @ 1)x = /3x = x’g, 
and x, x’ belong to the same orbit. As in the previous case, it follows that 
there are infinitely many dimensions for which there are infinitely many 
nonisomorphic indecomposable objects in 8. 
Cases 1 and 2 together show that for d’ < d (and d’d > 4), ?-l&M,) w 
%e(pMG) is of strongly unbounded type. It remains to reduce the case 
d’ 3 d to this situation. Denote by M* the G-F-bimodule 
GM*~ = HomddK, GG). 
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Since 
Hom#k, GO) = Homo ( @ Go, GO d 1 
= @ HomdG, Go) = @ G 
d d 
it follows that dim M*K = dim M, = dn, so dim oM* = d and 
dim M*F = d’. If we assume d’ > d, then by the previous investigations, 
%(,M*,) is of strongly unbounded type. We claim that %(oM*,) M 
‘St&M,). Indeed, an object of d(oM*,) has the form (U, , Xo , L), where L 
is a monomorphism U, -+ X, @ CM*F. Let XG = Or GG for some index 
set 1. Then 
X0 0 df*~ M @ (Go 0 GM*,) - @ M*, = @ Hom.@b, GO) 
I 
m Homo ( FMG , @ GO) I= How&k , X4. 
I 
Of course, we have used here again the fact that n/r, is finite dimensional. 
Thus, denoting by L’ the canonical monomorphism 
c’: U, c+ Horn&M,, X,), 
the functor 8(,Mo) -+ W&Mo) mapping (U, , Xo , L) into (U, , Xo , 6’) 
is an equivalence, and also a dimension functor. This completes the proof 
of Proposition 5.2. 
We like to use the same technique also for another type of K-species. Let G 
be a subfield of F containing K. Let I = { 1, 2, 3). Define the K-species 
.E? = (Ki , iMi)i,j,, by Kl = Kz = G, KS = F, lM, = oGo, 2M3 = oFF, 
and iMj = 0 otherwise. A representation of 9 is given by (X, , Y, , ZF , q, $) 
with v: Xo + Homo(oG, , YG) w YG , and #: Y, + Hom,(oF, , 2,) M ZG . 
We denote by %nt(9) the full subcategory of ‘%(Z?) of all representations 
(X, Y, 2, v, $) such that v and 3 are monomorphisms. In case that IJI and # 
are inclusions, we denote both p and # by I. It is easy to see (but we shall not 
need it) that s(9) is of finite type if and only if ‘%nt(9) is of finite type. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let G be a sub$eld of F containing K with [F: Gj = 3. 
Let I = (1, 2, 3}, and 9 = (Ki , iMi)i,j,, a K-species with Kl = K, = G, 
KS = F, lMz = oGo , 2M3 = oFF , and ,Mj = 0 otherwise. Then %m(J) 
is of strongly unbounded type. 
Proof. We will work in the abelian category s(9); however, all objects 
which will be constructed, will belong to %m(Z?). Let x E F\G and consider 
the object B = B, = (Gc , G + xG, FF, L, 6). Obviously, B is inde- 
composable in s(9). Calculating the K-dimensions of G + xG + Gx and 
and of F, we conclude from [F: G] = 3 that there is an element 
481/33/z-13 
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y E F\G + xG + Gx. \Let lJi be again the G-subspace of F$ generated 
by GGi and the i elements 
u1 = (x, 0 )..., O), 
us = (y, 2, o,..., O), 
q-1 = (O,..., 0, y, x, O), and 
ui = (0 ,...) 0, y, x). 
Let A, = (G$, lJi , F/, L, L), and consider for k < i, A, embedded into Ai 
via the first k components. Also, let A = UieN Ai . 
Now, a morphism 
is obviously fully determined by a single mapping 01: FF -+ FP, and we are 
going to show that every such morphism factors through A, . Thus, assume 
that i > 1 and that a does not factor through Aipl . We have a( 1) = (gl ,..., gi) 
for some elements g, E G, and gi # 0. Also, since a(.~) = (g,x,. . ., glx) belongs 
to Vi , there are elements gk’, g;E E G with 
k=l 
Comparing the last two components, we derive the equalities 
gix = gi’ + xg; and gi-lx = g;-1 + xgLl + Y!$ * 
The first equality implies g; # 0, so 
x(gi)-1 = g;lgi’(g;)-l + g,lx. 
If we multiply the second equality from the right by (g;)-1 and substitute 
the expression for x(g:)-l, we get 
Y = gi-lg~lg~(&)-l + g,-lg,lx - &-l(E;)-l - xgLl(g~)-‘9 
in contradiction to the fact that y $ G + xG + Gx. Thus, the morphism (Y 
factors through A, and we can again apply Lemma 5.1 to B and the subobject 
sequence 
in the abelian category ‘S(9), and concltide that all the representations Ai 
and A are indecomposable. 
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Now, assume that K is infinite and let [G: K] = n. We want to construct 
an infinite set E of elements of F\G with Hom(B, , B,,) = 0 for x # x’ in E. 
Consider the affine variety 
Homo(G, x Go, Fc) x Homo(Go , Go x Go) m K6n+2n 
over K. The group FX x Aut(Go x Go) x GX operates on the variety via 
(f, 01, g)(v, 4) = (fs)a-l, a@‘) with f EFX, oi E Aut(Go x Go), g E GX, 
v E Homo(Go x GG , FG), and $ E Hom(Go , Go x Go). Obviously, the 
diagonal KX = {(R, k, k) / k E Kx} CFX x Aut(G, x Go) x Gx operates 
trivially. Since 
dim(FX x Aut(Go x GG) x Gx/Kx) = 3n + 4n + n - I 
= 8n - 1 < sn, 
there are infinitely many orbits. 
Now, FX operates transitively on the l-dimensional, subspaces of F, , 
as well as on the 2-dimensional subspaces of F, . For, let Uo 2 F, and 
dim UG = 2, then, for e EF\G, we calculate the K-dimension of U + Ue-i 
and see immediately that U n Ue-1 # 0. But if 0 # u E U n Ue-I, then 
the left multiplication by u on FG maps G + eG onto U. As a consequence, 
there are only three orbits of the form (y, 0). Moreover, there are only two 
orbits of pairs (v, $) such that v is not a monomorphism and I/ # 0, namely 
with # = 0 and with dim(Im v)c = 1, respectively. Thus there are infinitely 
many orbits containing only pairs of monomorphisms, and every such orbit 
obviously contains a pair of the form (v, I/) with Im(&) = G CF. In this 
case, Im 9) = G + xG for some x E Im v\G. Denote by E an infinite set of 
such x chosen for different orbits. Note that, for every x E E, there is given 
a pair (v, #) and an isomorphism 6,: Go x Go -+ G + xG such that the 
diagram 
GG * l G,xGc o, l FG 
I! 1 6, Ii 
GG C G + xG c- Fc 
is commutative. Let also x’ E E, and (p’, $‘) a corresponding pair. Now 
assume there is given a map 0~: B, -+ B,* in 9X(9). Then we get a commutative 
diagram 
GG * zGGxGG @ tFG 
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where /3 and y are the appropriate restrictions of 01. If 01 # 0, then 01 is an 
automorphism of F, . Hence, 01 EFX, and then S;?/3S, E Aut(G, x Go) and 
y E Gx. The diagram above shows that (01, S;?/?S,, y)(#, #‘) = (v, #) and 
then (v’, #‘) and (v, #) belong to the same orbit. This means that for x # x’ 
from E, we have Hom(B, , B,,) = 0. Now, it follows again from Lemma 5.1(b) 
that there are infinitely many dimensions for which there are infinitely many 
nonisomorphic indecomposable objects in ‘Sm(2). Thus %m(Z?) is of strongly 
unbounded type, as required. 
6. Abelian Subcategories of G(Y) 
In order to show that certain K-structures Y are not of finite type, we are 
going to investigate the category E(Y) of all Y-spaces. We will determine 
full subcategories ‘2I of G,(Y) which are abelian and which will be shown 
to be equivalent to categories ‘2X9 of modules over finite dimensional 
K-algebras W. This will be done for several particular K-structures in the 
next section. In the present section, we develop certain auxiliary techniques. 
We note that, in 6(Y), a kernel is given by a monomorphism 01: (IV, WJ + 
(IV’, IV,‘) such that @Vi) = a(W) n Wi’ for all i E 9, whereas a cokernel 
is given by an epimorphism 01: (W, WJ -+ (IV’, W,‘) with CY( WJ = Wi’. 
Obviously, G;(Y) is usually not an abelian category, and we want to describe 
a construction for exact subcategories which are abelian. We will assume that 
0, to $ Y, and we form Y+ = 9’ u (0) u {co}. Also, if (W, WJ is an 
Y-space, let W, = 0, W, = W. By an equation for Y we mean either 
a condition of the form 
wi n wi = w, ) wi + wj = w,, (*I 
with i, j, k, I E 9’+, or, if [F: Fi] = 2 f or some i E Y, a condition of the form 
_wi = WJC, wi = w,, (**) 
with k, 1 E Y+. Now assume there is given a system d of equations for 9. 
We define by induction which elements of Y+ will be said to be determined 
by 8. First, 0 and co are always determined by 8. If k and I are determined 
by 8, and (*) is in &, then also i, j are determined by 6. If k, 2 are determined 
by 6, and (* *) is in 6, then i is determined by 6’. The system d determines Y 
if it determines all i E Y. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let 9’ be a K-structure, and d a system of equations 
for 9. Let ‘$1 be the full subcategory of G(Y) consisting of all objects of G(Y) 
which satisfy all equations of 8. If d determines 9, then 9I is an abelian, exact 
subcategory, which is closed under direct sums. 
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Proof. Let (Y: (IV, WJ + (JV, IV,‘) be a morphism in 2I. Let 
A = {w E W 1 a(w) = O}. We want to show that the Y-spaces 
and 
A = (A, A n IV,), B = WV, GQ) 
c = (W/cp), Wi’ + QyY~(W>) 
belong to ‘3 and that 
LY( Wi) = a(W) n Wi’ for all i E Y. 
From here, it will follow that B is both image and coimage of 01, that A 
is the kernel of OL, and that C is the cokernel of CL. We proceed by induction. 
From now on, assume that we have proved for some K, I E Y+ that 
a(W,) = a(W) n W,‘, a(W,) = N.(W) n Wz’; 
for example, this is always true for K = 0, I = co. 
Assume that the equation (*) belongs to 8. Then 
a( W,) _C a( Wi) n CX( Wj) Z Wi’ n Wj’ n a(W) = W,’ n CX( W) = a( W,), 
and therefore 
Since, obviously, 
a( Wi) n a( Wj) = a( W,). 
a( Wi) + a( Wj) = U(Wi +wj> = a(Wt), 
we conclude that B = (a(W), a( W,)) satisfies (*). Also, we have 
CS( W,) C W; n CX( Wj) C Wi’ n Wj’ n a(W) = W,’ n a(W) = a( Wk); 
thus, a( W,) = Wi’ n a( W,), and, as a consequence, 
a(W) n Wif = a(W) n W,l n W; = CX( W,) n Wi’ 
= [qvi) + a( W,)] n Wi’ = a( Wi) + [a( Wj) n W,‘] 
= a( Wi) + a( W,) = a( Wi). 
Of course, we have similarly 
a(W) n Wj’ = m( WJ. 
Now, we show that A = (A, A n W,) satisfies (*). Trivially, 
(A n WJ n (A n Wj) = A n ( Wi n Wj) = A n W, . 
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Thus, let x E A n W, , so x = wi + wj with wi E W, , wj E Wj . Then, 
a(~+) + CL(W~) = a(x) = 0 implies that a(wi) E CL( WJ n LX( Wj) = a( W,), and 
therefore wi = a + wk for some a E A, wk E Wk. Note that a E A n Wi . 
From 
x = wi + wj = a + (wk + wj) 
we get that wk + wj E A, and thus 
(A n Wi) + (A n Wj) = A n W, . 
It remains to prove (*) for C = ( W’/a( W), Wi’ + a( W)/a( W)). If 20; E W,‘, 
wj’ E Wj’ and w E Wwith wi = wj’ + LX(W), then LX(W) E a(W) n W,l = a( W,), 
and therefore 
Wi’ n ( Wj’ + a(W)) = Wi’ n ( Wj’ + a( W,)) 
= Wi n ( Wj’ + a( Wi) + a( Wj)) 
= Wi’ n ( Wj’ + a( W,)) = ( Wi’ n W,‘) + CX( Wi) 
= W,’ + a(W+); 
as an immediate consequence, we get 
(Wi’ + a(W)) n (Wj’ + a(W)) = W,l + a(W). 
On the other hand, trivially 
(Wi’ + 4W)) + (wi’ + @q> = WC’ + qq 
and thus C satisfies (*), as well. 
Now, assume that the equation (**) belongs to &, that is 
Yi = w, > wi = w, and _wi’ = W,l, TV; = W,‘. 
Since 01 is F-linear, we have a(_wi) C a(Wi) and a( Wi) = a(W<), and thus 
at w,) = cd(ll/Ii) Z a( Wi) Z Wit n a(W) = W,’ n CL(W) = a( W,), - - 
and 
ol(Wi) = cY(Wi) = a(W,). 
Hence, B = (a(W), a( W,)) satisfies (**). Furthermore, 
@Z(Wi) = a(W) n W,‘, 
because of 
g w,) c a( w,) c gw) n w,’ C a( W> n W,l = Q(WJ, 
a( wi) = 4 wJ 
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and 
ff(W) n Wif = 04(W) n Wi’ = a(W) n W,’ = ct(W,j. 
Next, we show that A = (A, A n WJ satisfies (**). 
Obviously, 
A n Wi = A n W. = A n W, . 2 
Also, A n Wi C A n W, . Thus, let x E A n W, , so x = u + u’f, where 
u,u’~W~andF=G+Gf.Wehave 
0 = a(x) = a(u) + oI(u’)f, 
so both a(~‘) and m(u’)f = 01(--u) belong to Wi’. Therefore, 
a(~‘) E a(W) n T = a(W) n W,’ = a( W,), 
and also a(~) = -a(u’)f E a(W,). As a consequence, we find elements a, 
a’ E A and w, w’ E W, with u = a + w and u’ = a’ + w’. Note that a, 
a’ E Wi . Then 
x = 21 + u’f = (a + w + w’f) + a% 
with a’ E A n W, , and a + w + w’f E Wi . Since x and a’f belong to A, 
the same is true for a + w + w’j, so x E A n Wi . Thus, A satisfies (**). 
Finally, consider C = (W’/a( W), Wi’ + a( W)/a(W)). Trivially, 
Wi’ + a(W) = Wi’ + a(W) = Wl’ + a(W). 
Also, 
W,’ + a(W) = Wi’ + a(W) c Wf’ + a(W). - 
Thus, let y E Wi’ with yf E WC’ + a(W). There are elements z E W,‘, w E W 
with yf = z + a(w). Now, 
cd(~) E a(W) n Wi = a(W) n W, = a(WJ, 
and therefore we may assume w E W, = Wi. Thus, w = u + u’f for some 
U, U’ E Wi . Both y - a(~‘) E Wir and 
[y - Ol(u’)]f = x + Lx(w) + 01(u) - lx(W) = x + oI(u) E w;. 
Therefore, y - ol(u’) E _W,‘, and y E W,’ + a(W). This shows that 
Wi’ + a(W) C W,l + O(W), 
and, consequently, C satisfies (**). 
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We have shown that ‘3 is an exact subcategory of G;(Y) and that for every 
map 01 in ‘?I, its image and its coimage coincide. It is obvious that Cu is closed 
under arbitrary direct sums, thus, in particular, we see also that 2I is abelian. 
This completes the proof. 
Observe that an abelian, full exact subcategory ‘3 of G;(Y) which is closed 
under direct sums, is a Grothendieck category. For, by assumption, 2I has 
arbitrary colimits and these are constructed as in G(Y). We will use only 
such systems of equations which force the corresponding subcategory CLC 
to have a progenerator, that is an object which is small, projective and 
a generator in ‘$I. Now, finite dimensional objects A of ‘$I are obviously 
small (that means, the functor Hom(A, -) commutes with direct sums), and 
a projective object A of a Grothendieck category ‘$I is a generator if and only 
if every simple object of ‘QI is of the form A/A’ with a subobject A’ of A. 
Thus, we need a criterion that a given object P of 2I is projective. 
In the applications, ‘$I will usually have precisely two simple objects S 
and T such that every object A in 2l has a subobject A’ M @ T with 
A/A’ m @ S, and, moreover, &S will be injective for every index set J. 
In this situation, we have the following criterion for projectivity. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let 9 be a K-structure. Let 9I be a full exact subcategory 
of G(Y) which is abelian, and closed under direct sums. Let T be an object in 2I 
such that every object A in ‘9l has a subobject A’ satisfying the following two 
properties: A’ is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of T and A/A’ is injective. 
If P is an object of (LT which is finite dimensional over K, and ;f Ext,(P, T) = 0, 
then P is projective. 
Proof. First, we show that Extz(P, QJ T) = 0 for every index set J. 
Let a: E -+ P be an epimorphism in ‘?I with kernel A = ker(cr) = ejsJ T(j), 
where T(j) w T for all j E J. Write E = (E, Q), and similarly P = (P, Pi), 
T = (T, Ti) and A = (A, Ai), i E Y. Let C be a K-subspace of E with 
A@C=E. 
Since Cu is an exact subcategory of G(Y), we have Ai = A n Ei and 
Pi = OI(E& so 
E,/A, = E,IA n Ei m Ei + A/E, = P, 
is a finite dimensional vector space over K. Let Ci be a K-subspace of Ei 
with Ai @ Ci = Ei . Now, Ci is a finite dimensional subspace of 
E = A @ C = (0 T(j)) @ C, 
5OJ 
and is therefore contained in a finite direct sum. This is true for all i E 9, 
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and since Y is finite, there is a finite subset J’ _C J with Ci _C (efEJt T(j)) @ C 
for all i E 9. Let J” = J\J,, and A’ = ojeJ, T(j), A” = ojs,n T(j), and 
note that both A’ and A” belong to 9l. Also, we construct E’ as follows: 
the total space E’ is given by E’ = A’ @ C, and Ei’ = E’ n ES. 
We have a direct decomposition E = A” BE’ of Y-spaces. For, 
A; + Ei’ = A; + (E’ n Ei) = A; + [E’ n (A, + C,)] 
= A; + (E’ n Ai) + Ci = A; + Ai’ + Ci = Ed. 
As a consequence, E’ belongs to 2l. Also, if we denote the inclusion E’ -+ E 
by CL, we have an exact sequence 
O-+@,T(j)---P-O 
in ‘K Now, J’ is finite, so Ext,(P, @Jr T) = & Extn(P, T) = 0. Hence, 
there is /3: P -+ E’ with (a~)/3 = lp . But then also a(&) = lp . 
If B is an arbitrary object of ‘2I, then there is a subobject B’ of B with 
B’ m @ T and injective quotient B/B’. This gives rise to an exact sequence 
Ext%(P, B’) + Ext%(P, B) -+ Ext%(P, B/B’). 
As we have seen above, Ext,(P, B’) = 0, and, if B/B’ is injective, also 
Ext%(P, B/B’) = 0. Thus Extn(P, B) = 0 and P is projective. 
If a Grothendieck category Iu possesses a progenerator A, then % is 
equivalent to the category ‘2Rw of all right 9%modules, where 92 = Hom(A, A). 
In order to determine the category 5M9 in several particular cases, we will use 
in the next section the following 
LEMMA 6.3. Let W be a jinite dimensional basic K-algebra with radical 
JV. Let e, and e2 be idempotents in G? such that e$%‘e, and e,We, are Jields 
satisfying e1ie2 !Z Jtr and e,8e,N = 0. Then there is a full embedding of 
~4B,~e,(e8%hp~J into m, , which is a dimension functor. 
Proof. Let F = e&%e, , G = e&%?e, and M = e1ie2 . If (X, Y, 9)) is an 
object in %e(FMG), then p is just an epimorphism 
where I is an index set with X, = Or F, , and p is determined by its kernel 
ker P C 0 MC = @ (el~4e,~e, . 
I I 
We may consider ker v as a subset of @I e&S! , and we claim that it is, in fact, 
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a right W-submodule of @I e$?. Indeed, since W is a basic algebra, 
e&(1 - es) C JV, and thus, 
(ker ~)L?Z = (ker y) e,W = (ker 9’) e,We, + (ker y) e,W(l - e2), 
where the first equality comes from the inclusion ker y _C e,We, . The same 
inclusion together with the assumption e&Ze,Jlr = 0 shows that the above 
equality reduces to 
(ker ~)92 = (ker v) e2L2e2 = ker v, 
because v is e&%?e,-linear. Thus, we may form the right R-module V, = 
(ol e,B)/ker 9. Moreover, ker v C @, e1.%?e2 2 Or erx, and therefore the 
canonical epimorphism Or e&3? -+ V, is a projective cover. 
Now, assume there is another object (xl, Y’, p’) in %e(,Mo), with 
X’ = 0,~ FF , and an epimorphism 
let V,’ = (@,, e@?)/ker v’. Given a mapping 




is a mapping such that 
maps again ker F into ker IJJ’, so we get an induced mapping 
Conversely, given a mapping y: V, + I’,‘, we may lift it to the projective 
cover, and get a mapping 7: Or e&%2 ---f @It e192 such that -jj(ker v) C ker 9’. 
Since Horn&e@‘, e$?4?) = elL@el = F, every mapping from @I e,.@ into 
0,~e,~isoftheforma?Ol,lawithor:OIFpjO,~FF.Thus,~=olO1B,ra 
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and E = y. But 01 is even uniquely determined, since F = e,.28?e, is a field. 
Also, 01 defines in a unique way ,8 such that (01, /I) is a mapping in !Re(JVo). 
This shows that the factor ‘%e(,M,) + !I& which maps ( @)I FF , Y, , p7) 
onto (0, e,g)/ker v is a full embedding. It is also a dimension functor. 
For, if dim ,&4 = k, [F: K] = I and dim(e,%?), = m, we get dim YK < 
dim(@,F, 0 FM)K = K dim(@,F), in view of the fact that Y, is an 
epimorphic image of 0, F, @J &Co . Therefore, 
&- (dim (CfF)K + dim Y”) < dim (?F)K = dim [T (e8f/e#)]K 
On the other hand, 
dim [($3 @)/kerpl]K < dim (T elB)K = ydim (TF), 
<y(dim(?F)K+dimYK). 
Thus l/(k + 1) and nz/Z are real numbers with 
&dim (OFF, I Y,,p) <dim(?e@‘)/kerg, 
d f dim (OFF, Y,,v). 
I 
Finally, we like to present a simple criterion which will be used in the next 
section to decide whether certain objects of an abelian category are inde- 
composable. Recall that in an abelian category two composition series of a 
given object have the same length, called the length of the object. Simple 
objects are just those of length 1, and indecomposable objects of length 2 
are serial, that is they have just one composition series. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let ‘ill be an abelian category, and A E % an object of length 3. 
If A has two simple subobjects Tl and T2 such that A/T, and AiT2 are non- 
isomorphic indecomposable objects, then A is &decomposable. 
Proof. Let A = X @ Y, and assume X is of length 2, and Y of length 1. 
Then, for i = 1, 2, 
Yc+X@Y=A-A/T, 
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maps Y into the socle, and therefore the canonical morphisms 
Xc+X@Y=A-A/T, 
cannot map X into the socle. Consequently, we get X M A/ Tl and X M A/ Tz , 
a contradiction. 
7. K-Structures of Injkite Type 
In the preceeding section, we have prepared certain auxiliary results which 
we now intend to apply, and show that the following K-structures are of 
strongly unbounded type: (1) Y = Jr(G) LI 9r(F) LI 9r(F) with [F: G] = 2, 
(2) y = 9s(G) u 9a(F) with [F: G] = 2, (3) Y = 9a(G) LI jr(F) with 
[F: G] = 2, and (4) 9’ = 4:(G) u 4(F) with [F: G] = 3. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let [F: G] = 2. The K-structure 9’ = 9l(G) u xl(F) u 
9l(F) is of strongZy unbounded type. 
Proof. Let !!I be the full subcategory of S(9’) of all objects (IV, U, V,, Va) 
with 
U@V,=W and VI @ v, = w. 
This system of equations determines Y, so by Proposition 6.1, ‘8 is an abelian, 
full exact subcategory of G(y). We want to determine the simple objects 
of !!I. Let (W, U, Vi , V,) be a simple object in ti. If V, # 0, take 0 # a E Vi , 
and observe that the subobject (vF, 0, vF, 0) belongs to %I; therefore, 
(W, U, I’, , Vs) m (F, 0, F, 0). We will denote this object by T = (F, 0, F, 0). 
Now, assume that Vr = 0; thus, (W, U, Vi , Va) = (W, W, 0, W) is a direct 
sum of copies of S = (F, F, 0, F). This shows that S and T are the only simple 
objects in %. Also, an arbitrary object (W, U, V, , V,) has (V, , 0, Vi , 0) 
as a subobject, and (I’, , 0, V, , 0) is a direct sum of copies of T, and, 
furthermore, 
is a direct sum of copies of S. We claim that every direct sum of copies of S 
is injective. Indeed, consider an inclusion 
(W, w’, 0, Jv c-+ (W u, VI ? V,) 
in 2I. Here, IV’ is an F-subspace of W with IV’ n V, = 0. Let C be an 
F-subspace of W with V, c C and IV’ @ C = W. Then 
(W, u, VI, V,) = (W, w’, 0, W’) 0 (C, c f-l u, VI, c n V,), 
as required. Also, T is projective. By Lemma 6.2, it is enough to show that 
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Ext,(T, T) = 0. Let (IV, U, V, , Va) be an extension of T by T. Then 
U = Va = 0, and thus V, = W, which means that the extension splits. 
Now, let F = G + fG, f E F \G, and consider the Y-space 
P = (F x F x F; (0, 1, l)G + (1, f, f)G, F x F x 0, 0 x 0 x F), 
which obviously belongs to 9I. We claim that P is projective. Using 
Lemma 6.2 again, assume there is an exact sequence 
O-T - (W, u, v, , V,) A P - 0. 
Let C = iJ + V, . As an F-subspace, C is generated by three elements, 
and since 
a(c) = a(i7 + V,) = a(U) + a(V,) = @,I, 1)F + (Lf,f)F + (O,O, 1)F 
=FxFxF 
is three-dimensional over F, we conclude that dim CF = 3 and that 
ker 01 n C = 0. Now, also dim( VI), = 3, so since both C and VI are subspaces 
of IV,, and dim W, = 4, we see that dim(C n V,), = 2. Thus, we have 
a direct decomposition 
W, u, v, , K) = T 0 CC, u, C n VI , b) 
and 01 splits. 
Also, P has Tr = (F x 0 x 0, 0, F x 0 x 0,O) and Ta = (0 x F x 0, 
0, 0 x F x 0, 0) as subobjects, and 
P/T, w (F x F, (1, 1)G + (f, f )G, F x 0,O x F) 
has the property that dim( U + Va/V,), = 2, whereas for 
P/T2 = (F x F, (0, 1)G + (1, f)G,F x 0,O x F), 
dim( U + V,/V.Jo = 1. Since both P/T, and P/T, are obviously inde- 
composable (a proper decomposition would have to be F x 0 @ 0 x F in 
order to be compatible with V, and V, , but this is not compatible with U), 
we conclude, in view of Lemma 6.4, that P is indecomposable. 
Now, TlO T, , which is isomorphic to T @ T, is the socle of P. Also, 
P/T, @ T, M S. Hence, since P is indecomposable and projective and 
since S and T are nonisomorphic and therefore Hom(S, T) = 0, we have 
Hom(P, P) M Horn@, S) = F. 
Also, Hom(T, T) = F, and we have 
Hom(T, P) M Hom(T, SocP) = Hom(T, T @ T) x F x F. 
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Thus, as an Hom(P, P) - Hom(T, T)-bimodule, we see that Hom(T, P) 
is of the form F(F x F)F. 
We consider P @ T. This is a finite-dimensional, and thus small, projective 
object; moreover, since S and T are the only simple objects of PI, and 
P/SocP % S, P @ T is also a generator, hence a progenerator. Therefore, 
2Immg, with B = Hom(P @ T, P @ T). The simple objects of QI are 
finite dimensional, and hence the dimension in 2I is equivalent to the length 
function. Since 9?. is a finite dimensional K-algebra, the K-dimension of 
9&modules is equivalent to their length. Thus, every equivalence 2I m !I& 
is a dimension functor. Consider the two orthogonal idempotents e, and es 
in 9Z’ which are given by the projections onto P and onto T, respectively. Then 
e19?e, = Hom(P, P), and e,99e, = Hom(T, T) 
are isomorphic to F, and 
e#Ze, = Hom(T, P) = Rad(.?%) m F(F x F)F. 
We can apply Lemma 6.3 and conclude that %e(,(F x F)F) is a full sub- 
category of 2l. But 
dim F(F x F) = 2 = dim(F x F)F, 
because [F: K] is finite and K acts centrally on F x F = Hom(T, P). Thus, 
it follows from Proposition 5.2 that ‘2I is of strongly unbounded type. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let [F: Gj = 2. The K-structure 9’ = JQG) u Jz(F) 
is of strongly unbounded type. 
Proof. Let 9I be the full subcategory of 6(Y) of all objects (IV, U, , Ua , 
V, , I’,) (where U, C Us are G-subspaces of II’,, and V, C V, areF-subspaces 
of IV,) such that 
& = 0 and q 0 v, = u, @ v, = u, @ v, = w. 
We claim that 2I is abelian and an exact subcategory of G(Y). 
In order to be able to use Proposition 6.1, define another K-structure 9” 
by introducing a new element: Let 9’ = Y u grl(F) and denote an Y-space 
by (IV, U, , U, , VI , V, , X). Consider the following system d of equations 
for 9 
and 
xgv,= w, u, 0 v, = w, u, @ v, = w, 
LJI = f-4 liTI = x. 
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Of course, we have introduced just a “label” for gi. Now, 8 determines Y’, 
and thus as a consequence, the category of all Y-spaces satisfying 8 is an 
abelian category; but, the latter is just ‘3 under the obvious embedding 
2lCG(9++ We”‘) 
with T( W, cI , U, , Vi , VJ = (W, U, , U, , V, , Vz , Di). Since T preserves 
kernels, cokernels, and direct sums, and since 91 is an exact subcategory of 
G(Y’), it is also an exact subcategory of E(Y). 
Again, let F = G + fG with f eF\G. We claim that 
S==(FxF,GxG,FxF,O,(l,f)F) and T = (F, 0, 0, F, F) 
are the only simple objects of %. Note that S is simple. For, if (W, U, , U, , 
Vi,Vz)CSanddimWF=l,theneither W=V,=(l,f)F,so U,= 
(G x G) n (1, f)F = 0 and Vi = 0, contrary to the equality n1 @ Vi = W, 
or else V, = 0, and then W = U, @ V, = U, , contrary to _V, = 0. Now, if 
(W, U, , U, , Vi , V,) is an arbitrary object of ‘%, then (Vi , 0, 0, V, , Vi) is 
a subobject of it and it is a direct sum of copies of T. The corresponding 
quotient is of the form,(W’, U, W’, 0, V), and this is a direct sum of copies 
of S. Indeed, in order to decompose (W’, U, w’, 0, V) with _U = 0, u = W 
and U @ V = W’, we just use either Lemma 2.5 or the classification of 
9i(G) u Yi(F)-spaces in Proposition 2.7. 
Next, we show that every direct sum of copies of S is injective. Assume 
that we have an inclusion 
(w’, U’, w’, 0, V’) =-+ (W u, , u, , VI , V,) 
in 2X. Again, we use Lemma 2.5, this time for vi , the G-subspace U, and 
the F-subspace V = DI n V, . iye have V’ C V and so we can take a basis 
of V extending a basis of V’; moreover, we may assume that the basis elements 
of V’ are of the form x + yf with X, y E u’. In this way, we get a decomposi- 
tion U, = U’ @ U” such that 
V=V@(PnV). 
Let C = u” @ VI . Then 
- 
For, W = u1 @ V = i? @ U” @ V = W’ @ C, and this decomposition 
is trivially compatible with Vi , U, , and VI , whereas, for V, , we have 
V’ @ (C n V,) = (V’ + C) n V, = (77 + v” + VI) n V, 
= ( ITI + VI) n V, = V, . 
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Every extension (IV, U, , Ua , I’, , V,) of T by itself satisfies U, = U, = 0 
and V, = V, = W and so it splits. Thus, by Lemma 6.2 we see that T is 




U = 0 x 0 x G x G + (0, l,f, 0)G + (l,f, 0,f)G 
V=FxFxOxO+(O,O,1,f)F 
is projective. Assume that there is an exact sequence 
O-T -w, G, u,, VI, v,)*P-o 
in 9I. Now, dim( U,), = 4, so dim( o,JF < 4. Since CY( 0.a) = a(U,) = t?i 
is of dimension 4 over F, we have dim( u.JF = 4, and aa n ker 01 = 0. 
As a consequence, W = Da @ ker 01, and 
(kerol,O,O,kerol,kerar)@(ns, U,, U,, D2nV,, ET2nV2) 
= (WY u, 9 u2 , VI > V,) 
is a direct decomposition, and thus 01 splits. 





P/T, = (FxFxF,OxGxG,OxGxG+(l,f,O)G 
+(f,O,f)G,FxOxO,FxOx0+(0,1,f)F) 
and here is dim( U, + UJU,), = 2, whereas 
P/Tz ~(FxFxF,OxGxG,OxGxG+(O,f,O)G 
+(1,O,f)G,FxOxO,FxOxO+(0,1,f)F) 
with dim( U, + U,/ U,), = 1. Also, both P/T, and P/Ta are indecomposable, 
since in both cases in decomposition has to be of the form F x 0 x 0 @ 
0 x F x F, but this is not compatible with U, . By Lemma 6.4, P is inde- 
composable. 
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The socle of P is T1 @ T, +z T @ T, and P/(T, @ T,) m S. Since P 
is the projective cover of S, we see that Hom(P, P) = Horn@, S). Let 
H = Hom(S, S). Then H is a field, and since H does not act transitively 
on S, dim,S > 2. Let F = Hom(T, T), and consider the H-F-bimodule 
Hom(T, P) = Hom(T,T@T) wF@F. 
Calculating the dimensions over K (and noting that K acts centrally on 
Hom(T, P)), we see that 
dimH(F OF) 3 2, and dim(F @F)F = 2. 
Thus %e(H(F @F)F) is of strongly unbounded type, but we can embed 
‘%e(,(F OF),) into %I& with 9 = Hom(P @ T, P @ T), and !I& m 91, 
and these functors are dimension functors. 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Let [F: G] = 2. The K-structure 9 = 9,(G) u Yl(F) is 
of strongly unbounded type. 
Proof. Let !!I be the full subcategory of G(9) of all objects (IV, U, , Ua , 
U, , V) (where U, C Ua C U, are G-subspaces of W, , and I’ is an F-subspace 
of W,) such that 
Ul = 0, U,n v = 0, U,nV=V 
and 
i&@ v = w, uz @ v = w, _u, @ v = w. 
Note that, from these conditions, we can derive that U, @ (U, n V) = 
(U, + V) n U, = U, , and thus also Da = W. We claim that ‘$I is abelian. 
In order to use Proposition 6.1, we define another K-structure Y’ by 
introducing three new elements. Let 9’ = 9’ LI Yl(F) u Yl(F) u $i(G), and 
denote an Y’-space by (W, U, , U, , U, , V, X, Y, 2). Consider the 
following system & of equations for 9’: 
X@V==W, uz @ v = w, Y@V= w, u, @ z = u, 
and 
_ul = 0, i71 = x, _u, = y, iT3 = w, z = 0, z = v. 
It is obvious that we have introduced X as the “label” for Or, and Y as 
the “label” for _U, . Also, one can see easily that Z C V n Ua , and thus, 
sinceU,=U,@(U3nV)=U2@Z,wegetZ=U,nV. 
Now, d determines X, V, U, , Y, using the first line of the equations 
and therefore also U, , U, , and Z using the remaining equations. As a 
481/33/z-14 
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consequence, the category of all F-spaces satisfying 8 is an abelian, exact 
subcategory of G(Y). But this category can be identified with ‘% under the 
obvious functor 
with T( W, U, , U, , 0;) V) = (W, U, , U, , U, , V, aI , _U, , U, n V). Since 
T preserves kernels, cokernels, and direct sums, we see that ‘8 is also an exact 
subcategory of G(Y). 
We claim that the only simple objects in 2X are 
S = (F, G, F, F, 0) and T=(F,O,O,G,F) 
and that every object A = (W, U, , lJ, , U, , V) of A has a subobject 
A’ w @ T with A/A’ = @ S. Now A’ = (V, 0, 0, U, n V, V) is always 
a subobject of A, and obviously it is a direct sum of copies of T, since 
U, n V = 0 and U, n V = V. And A/A’ is of the form (W’, U’, W’, W’, 0) 
with U’ = 0 and v = W’, so it is a direct sum of copies of S. Also, a direct 
sum ofcopies of S is injective. Indeed, consider an inclusion 
(W’, U’, w’, w, 0) c+ OK 4 7 CT, , us > V), 
and take a complement U” to U’ in U, , thus U, = U’ @ U”, and let 
C = u” @ V. Then 
(W,U,,U,,U,,V)=(W’,U’,W’,W’,O)@(C,U”,CnU,,CnU,,V). 
Thus, we may use Lemma 6.2 to conclude that T is projective. Every 
extension (W, UI , U, , U, , V) of T by T splits, because U, = U, = 0, 
and thus ua = 0, US = V = W, hence, Ext(T, T) = 0 and T is projective. 
The same reference to Lemma 6.2 can be used to establish projectivity of 
P=(FxFxF,OxOxG,OxOxG+(1,f,f)G,GxGxG 
+ (l,Jf)GF x F x 0). 
For, let 
O-T - (W, u, , u, ) us , V) L+ P -+ 0 
be an extension in ‘8. Since ( u.JF is generated by two elements and since 
LX(C!~~) = cx(U,) = 0 x 0 x F + (l,f,f)F 
is of dimension 2 over F, we conclude that also dim(uJ, = 2 and that 
ker 01 n ua = 0. But U, n V e ker (Y n ua, because dim(ker cx + oJF = 3, 
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whereas Da + Us n V = W. Thus, there is an element u E U, n V with 
u $ ker a: n Da. Consequently, W = ker 010 o2 @ uF, and 
P’, U, , U, , U, , V) = T 0 (i7,O uF, U, , U, , U, 0 uG, uF) 
gives a splitting of a. 
Also, P is indecomposable. Let T, = (F x 0 x 0, 0, 0, G X 0 X 0, 
F x 0 x 0); then 
P/T, a (FxF,OxG,OxG+(f,f)G,GxG+(f,f)G,FxO) 
satisfies U, $ &Js = (1, l)F. On the other side, for T, = (0 x F x 0, 0, 0, 
0 x G x 0,O x F x 0), we have 
P/T, = (F x F, 0 x G, 0 x G + (l,f)G, G x G + (l,f)G, F x 0) 
with UI C lJa = (0, l)F. Since P/T, and P/T2 are nonisomorphic and 
indecomposable, it follows from Lemma 6.4 that P is indecomposable. 
Now Hom(T, T) = F, and Hom(P, P) w Hom(S, S) = F, and 
Hom(T, P) w Hom(T,T@T) mF@F. 
Again we consider the K-species ,Hom(T, P)F which is of strongly unbounded 
type, and embed ‘%e(FHom(T, P)F) into ‘!I& with 2 = Hom(P @ T, P @ T). 
Since YJIR m ‘8, also YI is of strongly unbounded type. 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Let [F: G] = 3. The K-structure Y = Yl(G) u $(F) 
is of strongly unbounded type. 
Proof. Let ‘$I be the full subcategory of 6(Y) of all objects (W, , UG , V,) 
with 
U@V=W. 
This equation determines 9, so 2I is abelian. 
Now, an arbitrary object A = (W, U, V) in 5% has A’ = (V, 0, V) as 
subobject and A/A’ m (W/V, W/V, 0). Th is shows that there are precisely 
two simple objects, namely 
S = (F, F, 0) and T = (F, 0,F). 
Obviously, every direct sum of copies of S is injective. For, if there is an 
inclusion 
(W, w’, 0) c+ (W u, V), 
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then w’ n V = 0, and thus there is a complement W,’ @ W; = W, with 
V C W”, and 
(W, U, V) = (W, w’, 0) @(w”, w” n U, V). 
In order to see that T is projective we only have to observe that Ext(T, T) = 0. 
But every extension (W, U, V) of (F, 0, F) by (F, 0, F) satisfies U = 0, so it 
is of the form (W, 0, W) and therefore splits. 
Again we want to use Lemma 6.2 for an object P of length 3 which we are 
going to construct. Let { 1, e, f} be a basis both of Fo and of cF. By Lemma 4.1, 
there is an indecomposable Y-space (F x F, U, F x 0) with dim UG = 3, 
U n Ue = 0 and U n F x 0 = 0. Calculating the dimensions, we see that 
U + F x 0 = F x F, and thus (F x F, U, F x 0) belongs to 9I. Also, 
since U + F x 0 = F x F, we may choose a G-basis in UG such that 
u = (a, 1 F + (6 e)G + (c, f)G, 
with some elements a, b, c EF. Now, let P be given by 
P=(FxFxF,(a,O,1)G+(b,O,e)G+(c,1,f)G,FxFxO). 
First, we claim that P is indecomposable. Let Ti = (F x 0 x 0, 0, F x 0 x 0). 
Then 
P/T, = (F x F, (0, 1)G + (0, e)G + (1, f)G, F x 0) 
is indecomposable; for, a decomposition would have to be of the form 
F x 0 @ (fi , f,)F, and since F x 0 n U = 0, it would be necessary that 
( fi , f,)F = U which is not the case for any fi , fiL E F. Moreover, U n Ue # 0, 
since (0, e) E U n Ue. On the other hand, take T, = (0 x F x 0, 0, 
0 x F x 0). Then 
Wz = (F x F, (a, 1)G + (b, e)G + (c, f )G, F x 0) 
is also indecomposable, but satisfies U n Ue = 0. Thus, it follows from 
Lemma 6.4 that P is indecomposable. 
Since P is indecomposable, it follows that 
U’ = (a, 0, l)G + (b, 0, e)G + (c, 1, f)G 
has the property that ?? = F x F x F. For, otherwise we take an F-subspace 
V,’ CF x F x 0 with @ @ V’ = F x F x F and this decomposition is 
obviously compatible with both U’ and V. 
In order to prove that P is projective, take an exact sequence 
O-T w (W, u, V) 2, P + 0. 
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Since U, is generated by three elements, dim u, < 3. But 
c@)=ol(U)--=FxFxF; 
hence, we conclude that dim OF = 3 and 0 n ker 01 = 0. Also, ker 01 C V, 
thus, the decomposition W = iJ @ ker 01 is compatible both with U and 
with V, and a: splits. 
Again, we see that Hom(T, T) = F, Hom(P, P) m Hom(S, S) = F, and 
Hom(T, P) w Hom(T, T @ T) m F OF. Since the K-species ,Hom(T, P)F 
is of strongly unbounded type, the same is true for 91 = !I& with 
g = Hom(P @ T, P @ T). 
Let us conclude this section with a remark which, although not used 
anywhere in the paper, may be found of an interest. 
Remark 7.5. In the case of K-structures investigated in Propositions 7.1, 
7.2, and 7.3, we can construct by induction explicitly large indecomposable 
Y-spaces. Namely, the following Y-spaces are indecomposable for all i E N: 






VI = (l,f)F x ..* x (l,f)F, 
Vz = 0 x (1,f)F x ... x (I,f)F x 0; 






VI = (l,f, l)F x ... x (I,f, 1)F 
and the (22’ - I)-dimensional F-space V, generated by V, and 
X = 0 X 0 x (f, l)F x ... x (f, l)F x 0 x 0; and 
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v = (1,f)F x ..’ x (l,f)F, 
U, = 0 x G x ... x 0 x G, 
U,=GxGx...xGxG 
and Us is generated by Us and 
x = 0 x (1, 1)F x ... x (1, 1)F x 0. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 
8. K-Structures 
In this section, we are going to present proofs of Theorem A and 
Theorem E(1). First, from the results of Section 5, we derive that certain 
K-structures are of strongly unbounded type. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. The K-structure 9’ = xl(G) with [F: G] 3 4, is of 
strongly unbounded type. 
Proof. Consider the K-species FFG. According to Proposition 5.2, 
‘%e(FF,) is of strongly bounded type. Furthermore, %e(FFG) is equivalent 
to the category 23(FFG) with objects of the form 
(U,, x,, L: UG +Xx,@,F,) = (Uo,XF, L: UG--CXG) 
and this equivalence is given by a dimension functor. It is obvious that 
9&FG) is just the category of all Y-spaces. 
PROPOSITION 8.2. The K-structure Y = #l(G) LI 9l(H) with [F: G] 2 2, 
[F: H] 3 2, is of strongly unbounded type. 
Proof. Consider the K-species oFH . Again, by Proposition 5.2, ‘%e(oF,) 
is of strongly unbounded type. Define a dimension functor, which is a full 
embedding, 
T: ‘%e(oF,) -+ G(Y) 
as follows: For (Xo, YH , q) with y: Xo @ oFH --f YH , put T(X, Y, v) = 
(XG 0 OFF, XG 0 &G, ker ~1, and for (01, B): (X Y, v) - (xl, Y’, ~‘1, put 
T(~,/3)=~@1.N0w,ol@lmapsX,@~G~intoX’o@oG~,andkerg, 
into ker v’ because ~‘(a @ 1) = ,&. S ince v and v’ are epimorphisms, /3 is 
determined by OL, and hence T is faithful. Let 
y: T(X, Y, p) -+ W’, Y’, P’) 
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be a map in E(.9’), Obviously, y: Xo @ FFF ---f X’o @ GFF maps X, @ oGo 
into XG @ oGo , and thus the restriction of y to XG @J oGo is of the form 
(Y @ 1 with a: X, -+ X’o. But, since y is F-linear, 
A” Of) = Mx 0 l)lf = (“(4 0 l>f = 44 Of 
for every f E F, and therefore y = LY. @ 1. Finally, since y maps ker v into 
ker v’, there is ,R: YH ---f YH’ with y’y = ,&. Consequently, y = T(ol, /I) 
and T is full, as required. 
PROPOSITION 8.3. The K-structure Y = Y2(G) with [F: G] = 3 is of 
strongly unbounded type. 
Proof. It is immediate that G(9) is equivalent to the category %nt(2!) 
of Proposition 5.3, by a dimension functor, and therefore G(9) is of strongly 
unbounded type. 
Next, we need a lemma which reduces the investigation of a K-structure to 
its K-substructures (camp. Lemma 6 of [15]). 
LEMMA 8.4. Let Y be a K-structure for F and let Y = Y; u L?Y u Y3 be 
a decomposition of Y such that 97, (with respect to the induced order) is a chain, 
i~jforalli~~~andj~9?~andthatF~=Fforalli~Y~~9?~. Then9 
is of fkite type if and only rf both Y; U YS and Y2 u Sp, are of jinite type. 
Also, the maximal weighted dimension of the indecomposable Y-spaces equals 
the maximum of the weighted dimensions of the indecomposable (Y; u 9$-spaces 
and (Y2 u Sp,)-spaces. 




of W satisfies either V = 0 or V = W. 
Assume that 0 # V # W. Let Sp, = {il < i2 < ... < in} and define 
inductively an F-complement lJF of VF in W in such a way that U n Wi 
is an F-complement of V n Wi in Wi for each i E 9?a . It is easy to show that 
W = U @ V defines a decomposition of the Y-space (W, WJ. For, if 
igS,, then Vn Wi = Wi, and therefore Wi =(Un Wi)@(Vn Wi); 
if i E S, , then V n Wi = V, and hence again 
And, since the decomposition is obviously compatible with 9a , we get 
a contradiction to the indecomposability of W. 
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Thus, if (W, Wi) is an indecomposable Y-space, then either Wi = 0 
for all i E Y; , or WC = W for all i E Sp, . The lemma follows. 
Now, we are ready to present the following. 
Proof of Theroem A and Theorem E(1). Assume that 9 is a K-structure 
of F which is not of strongly unbounded type. Then, the width of 9 is <3 
and Y cannot contain a K-structure of the form (i)-(iv) according to Kleiner- 
Nazarova-Roiter theorem. For, otherwise we can embed the category ‘9XFttl 
of all right F[t]-modules into 6(Y), where F[t] denotes the polynomial ring 
in one indeterminate t over F (cf. [7]). But, if the width is <3 and the 
weighted width is >3, then the structure 9’ must contain one of the following 
K-substructures: either $i(G) u 9l(F) u Yl(F) with [F: G] = 2, or jr(G) u 
9l(F) with [F: G] = 3, or 9i(G) with [F: G] 3 4, or 9r(G) u $i(H) with 
[F: G] 3 2 and [F: H] 3 2. However, then the structure 9 is of strongly 
unbounded type according to Propositions 7.1, 7.4, 8.1, and 8.2, respectively. 
Finally, Y does not contain any K-substructure of the form (v), (vi), or (vii) 
in view of Propositions 7.2, 7.3, and 8.3, respectively. 
Now, in order to establish the sufficiency, let Y be a K-structure satisfying 
the conditions of Theorem A. If Fi = F for all i E 9, then the result follows 
from Kleiner-Nazarova-Roiter theorem. Thus, assume that there exists 
j E Y such that Fj # F. Observe that there is no i E 9 such that Fi # Fj 
and Fi # F (both for i, j related and unrelated). This follows easily from the 
fact that the weighted width of Y is <3. Thus, there is a chain &(G) C Y 
such that [F: G] < 3 and Fi = F for all i from the complement Y\&(G). 
Now, if [F: G] = 3, then in view of (vii), m = 1: 91(G) = (1’). Moreover, 
since the weighted width of Y < 3, i > 1’ and Fi = F for all i E 9, i # 1’. 
Therefore, by Lemma 8.4, Y is of finite type if (and only if) both Y; = $i(G) 
and Yz = Y”\Yi are of finite type which is the case according to 
Proposition 4.2 and Kleiner-Nazarova-Roiter theorem. 
Hence, assume that [F: G] = 2. Write 
Yl = &(G) = (1’ -=c 2’ -=c 0.. < m’}. 
Then, by a width argument, all i E 9 which are unrelated to m’ form a chain 
Y3 = &(F) = (1” < 2” < ... < n”}. 
Furthermore, write Yz = {i / in Y and i > m’} and apply Lemma 8.4; as 
a consequence, we may assume that Yz = m. Of course, there is no 
i E Y\,,(G) such that i < m’. Now, if n = 0, then 9’ is of finite type in 
view of Proposition 2.5. By Proposition 2.6, 9 is of finite type if m = 1. 
And, if m > 2 and n > 1, we claim that Y is a K-substructure of the 
K-structure described in Proposition 3.2 which is of finite type. This is 
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obvious for m = 2 and n = 1. For m = 2 and n > 2, it follows from the 
condition (v); for, necessarily (nz - 1)’ < 2”. And, to prove the statement for 
m 3 3, we make use of the condition (vi) to deduce (m - 2)’ < I”, and if, 
moreover, n > 2, of the condition (v) to get, in addition, (m - 1)’ < 2”. 
Finally, let us point out that Propositions 2.5, 2.6, 3.1, 3.2, and 4.2 together 
with Lemma 8.4 and Kleiner’s result of [l l] imply that the weighted dimen- 
sions of indecomposable Y-spaces are bounded by 6. 
The proof of Theorem A and Theorem E(1) is completed. 
9. K-Species 
In this section, we are going to apply the preceeding results on Y-spaces 
to the classification of K-species of finite type. Our method consists in 
showing that this problem can be reduced to the investigation of certain 
“linear” K-species and their relationship with Y-spaces. Recall that the 
index set I is assumed to be finite. If 2 = (Ki , iMj)i,j,, is a K-species and 
iMj # 0, then the pair (i, j) of elements of 1 will be called direct. First, we 
want to show that, if S! is of finite type, then there are no indices i, j E I such 
that both pairs (i, j) and (j, i) are direct; in particular, in such a case, iMi = 0 
for all i E I. In fact, we shall prove the following more general Lemma. 
LEMMA 9.1. Let 22 = (Ki , iMi)i,ier be a K-species. Assume that, for 
a natural n 3 1, a sequence (1, 2 ,..., n} belongs to I such that either iMi+, # 0 
or i+lMi # 0 for all 1 < i < n - 1, and that either ,M, # 0 or lM, # 0. 
Then 9 is of strongly unbounded type. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that lEM, # 0. First, 
for 1 < i < n, define Kl - Ki-bimodules 1Ni inductively as follows: 
1% = KJKJK~ 3 and if (i, i + 1) is direct, then 1Ni+, = 1Ni OK. <Mi+, , 
whereas if (i, i + 1) is not direct (and hence, by our assumption, (I + 1, i) 
is direct), then ,Ni+, = Homx(i+,Mi , ,NJ. Let W = &Nn @ ,Ml), ; 
obviously, W # 0. Now, we a;e going to consider the K-species with a 
one-point index set 9’ = (Kl , KIWKl), and show that there is a full 
embedding T of ‘S(Y) into ‘S(S). Th en, it will suffice to prove that Z?’ is of 
strongly unbounded type. 
A representation of d’ is given by a pair (A, p)), where A is a right Kr-vector 
space and q~: AK1 @ K,WKl -+ AK1 is a Kr-linear map. We define the 
representation T(A, v) = (Vi , i~i) of Z? in the following way: Vi = A @ $V, 
for I < i < n, and Vi = 0 otherwise; if 1 < i < n - 1 and (i, i + 1) is 
direct, then i+l~i is the identity, of 
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whereas if (i, i + 1) is not direct, then we define ipi+ by the inclusion 
i@‘T+1: Vi+l = A @ Ni+, = A @ Hom(i+i44i, ,Ni) c-+ Hom(i+,Mi, A @ ,NJ 
= Hom(i+,Mi , Vi); 
moreover, we put ivn = v’, that is 
and $vi = 0 for all remaining pairs (i,j). A map 01: (A, q~) --f (A’, y’) in 
%(9’) is a linear map ol: A + A’ satisfying ~‘(a @ 1) = a~. Given 01, we 
define T(cY.) = (CYJ by 01~ = 010 1 f or 1 < i < n, and CL~ = 0 otherwise. 
It is easy to see that T is a faithful functor. In order to show that T is full, 
assume there is given a map (pi): T(A, cp) ---f T(A’, F’) in ‘S(9). Me show 
by induction that, for 1 < i < n, we have ,L$ = p1 @ I. This is obvious in 
the case when (i, i + 1) is direct, whereas where (i, i + 1) is not direct, it 
follows from the fact that besides the equality 
we have also the equality 
Hom(l, A) ivi*+l = (&+A*(A 0 l>, 
where (&+J* is a monomorphism. Furthermore, the relation 
shows that /3, is a map in g(Y), and thus (pi) = T(P,). This shows that the 
functor %(S!‘) + ‘S(9) defined by (A, 9)) + (A @ rNi , j& is a full 
embedding. Also, it is a dimension functor. For, if dim&NJ = ni , 
1 < z < n, then 
dim AK < $r dim(A @ lNi)K = (g ni) dim AK. 
Now we have to consider ‘S(9). First, assume that K,WKl = Kl(Kl)K1. 
Then, obviously, ‘S(Y) is equivalent to the category lmK1t,l of all right 
K,[t]-modules, where Kr[t] is the polynomial ring over Kr in one indeter- 
minate t; for, a K,[t]-module can be considered as a pair (A, y), where A is 
a &-vector space and v is an endomorphism of AK1 (given by the multi- 
plication by t). If KIWKl is not isomorphic to K1(K1)K1 , then dim xIW > 2 
and dim WKl > 2, because K operates centrally on W and Kr is finite 
dimensional over K. Thus, according to Proposition 5.2, the category 
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!3(K,WK,) is not of finite type. Of course, we have to distinguish carefully 
between the K-species ,,WKl as defined in Section 5 having the index set 
with 2 elements) and the K-species 9’ = (Kr , KIWKl) (with a one-point 
index set). The objects of %(9’) are pairs (A, v), where A is a Kr-vector 
space and v: A 0 K W, + A, whereas the objects of !I& W,) are triples 
(X, Y, I/J), where 2, Y’ are K,-vector spaces and #J: X1@ ilWKl - Y. 
There is an embedding T: %(9’) + ‘%(qWK,), which maps the object 
(A, 9) of %(Z?‘) to the triple (A, iz, v), but it should be noted that this functor 
is not full. A triple (X, Y, 4) is o vrousl isomorphic to some T(A, y) if b y 
and only if dim XK = dim YK, . So, given an indecomposable representation 
(K y, SL) of KIWIi > with finite dimensional XK and Yq , we define a 
representation of Z?“in the following way. Let dim XL 1 = m and dim YK, = n. 
If m < n, then we put 
W 0 G-“7 Y> P) = 6% Y, 4) 0 @ (K 0, 01, 
n--m 
whereas if m > n, we put 
(X, Y 0 K,“-“, p’) = (X, Y, 9) 0 0 (0, K 0). 
m--n 
In both cases, the left side is of the form T(A, p’) for some representation 
(A, p’) of 9’. We show that (A, 9,) is always indecomposable and that, starting 
with nonisomorphic representations (X, Y, #) and (X’, Y’, #‘), the resulting 
representations (A, p’) and (A’, 9)‘) of 9’ are almost always nonisomorphic 
again. First, express (A, ‘p) as a direct sum of k indecomposable representations 
(A(*), +)) of 9’; this is possible, because A is finite dimensional. Then, 
applying T we get 
(14, A, q) = @ (A@‘, A’$‘, @‘) w (X, Y, 4) 0 @ (K, 0, 0); 
i=l n--m 
here we write the relation for the first case n 3 m. By the Krull-Schmidt 
theorem, we conclude that n = m, because (K, 0, 0) cannot be isomorphic 
to an image under T. However, then k = 1, because (X, Y, 4) was assumed 
to be indecomposable. Next, assume that (A, v) and (A’, v’) are isomorphic. 
If both T(A, 9’) and T(A’, p’) are of the same form, we conclude that the 
corresponding representations (X, Y, I/) and (xl, Y’, #‘) are isomorphic. 
If T(A, v) is of the first form, and T(A’, q’) is of the second form, then it 
follows that 
(x, Y, #) 0 @ (K, 0,O) m (X’, Y’, 4’) 0 @ (0, K 01, 
n-m m--n 
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and therefore, obviously (X, Y, 4) w (0, K, 0) and (X’, Y’, #‘) = (K, 0, 0). 
Thus, in all other cases the above construction yields, for nonisomorphic 
indecomposable representations of K,?VK1 , nonisomorphic indecomposable 
representations of 2’. Also, the dimension of (X, Y, #) is (m + n)[K,: K], 
whereas the dimension of the corresponding object in ‘B(J’) is 
of course, 
2 . max{m, n} * [K,: K]; 
(m + n)[K,: K] < 2 f max(m, n} . [K,: K] < ~(WZ + n)[K,: K]. 
Now, %(~lW~l) is of strongly unbounded type by Proposition 5.2. In the 
same way as in the case of a full embedding which is a dimension functor, 
we see also here that, together with ‘%(KIW~l), the category %(Z?‘) is of strongly 
unbounded type, as well. 
Also, we may use Proposition 5.2 to show that, for a K-species Z! = 
(Ki > 3fj)i.m 9 the dimensions of the vector spaces &Mj) and (J14j)Kj are 
bounded. Indeed, using a full embedding of %(Kz(iMj)K3) into %(Z!), we get 
LEMMA 9.2. Let 22 = (Ki , iMi)i,jEl b e a K-species which is not of strongly 
unbounded type. Then, for i, j E I, either iMj = 0 or jMi = 0, and 
dim&MJ x dim(,Mj)Kj < 3. 
Recall that the diagram of a given K-species 2 = (Ki , iMj)i,js, consists 
of the elements of I as vertices, and has 
dim&Mj) x dim(,Mj)K, + dim&MJ x dim(jM,), 
edges between the vertices i and j. In addition, the fact that iMi = 0 
and dim &M$) < dim(,Mj),, has been marked by an arrow ;s 3 . 
Thus, according to Lemma 9.1, the diagram of a K-species of finite type 
does not contain any loops or circles and, between two different vertices, 
there is either no line, or one line, or a double line with an arrow, or a triple 
line with an arrow. If there is a single line between i and j, and, say, iMi # 0, 
then we have &Mi) = Ki(Ki), and (,Mj),j w (Ki)Kj, and we may identify 
Ki and Ki in such a way that Ki(iM3)Ki = Ki(Ki)Ki. Now, assume that there 
is a double or triple line between i and j with an arrow ; +; or ; *; , 
and that iMj # 0. Then, necessarily, dim K,(iMf) = 1, and thus again 
,WJ w K~(K~). Consequently, we may identify Kj with a subfield of Ki , 
such that KQK)K, = +G)K, and since dim(iMj),i = 2 or 3, Ki C KS is 
a proper inclusion. Similarly, if jMi # 0, we may assume KY C Ki and 
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&MJKz = KJKi)r. . It should be noted that for a K-species of finite type 
these identifications are mutually compatible according to Lemma 9.1. 
The next lemma deals with the situation, when more than one multiple line 
occurs in a connected component of the diagram of a species. 
LEMMA 9.3. Let 22 = (Ki , iMj)i,jel b e a K-species which is not of strongly 
unbounded type whose diagram is connected. Then there is at most one pair (i, j) 
of elements ofI such that dim &Vi) x dim(,Mj),j > 1. 
Proof. Assuming the contrary, there is a sequence {I, 2,..., n, n + I} of 
elements of I such that 1, 2, and n, n + 1 are connected by multiple lines, 
whereas for 2 < i < n - 1, each pair (i, i + 1) is connected by a single line: 
. . . . , 
1 : 2 3 n-1 n . n+1 
here, we have omitted the arrows. We restrict ourselves to the case n = 2 with 
the additional assumption that 1 = { 1, 2, 3}, and show that the corresponding 
K-species are not of finite type. Then, using an appropriate embedding 
functor, we may translate this result to the general situation. We have to 
distinguish three different cases, namely 
Ibl +;- --; - ald 1 /- 2 ~- 3 c 
(Cl ; -“,;;=.3 
Case (a). There are given three fields F = Kl , G = K2 , and H = K3 
with H C G C F such that lM, = FFG or 2Ml = oFF, and similarly 
2M3 = GGH or 3M2 = HGG. Since H is a proper subfield of G and G is 
a proper subfield of F, we have dim HF 3 4, and so we may use Proposition 5.2 
for the K-species HFF. Let ‘%&F,) be the full subcategory of ‘9&FF) of all 
objects (X, , Y, , v) with an inclusion v; thus, X is an H-subspace of YF. 
By Proposition 5.2 this is an additive category of strongly unbounded type. 
We define a full embedding T, which can be easily seen to be a dimension 
functor, of %&FF) into %(?J) as follows. Let T(X, , Y, , p) = (Vi, & 
with V, = Y,, V, = Y, ; if (2, 3) is direct, then V, = YH/XH , whereas 
V, = X, otherwise. For (1, 2), mappings jvi are defined by the canonical 
isomorphisms 
and by 
2~1: YF@ FFG 2 YG if (1, 2) is direct, 
,v,*: YG 2 Hom,(,F, , Yp) otherwise. 
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If (2, 3) is direct, then we take for aq+ the canonical projection 
3~2: YG @ GGH % YII --z YIT/X.V; 
otherwise, we use the inclusion 
29)3*: XH C+ YH r; Hom&GG , Yo). 
Case (b). There are given three fields F = Ki , G = Ka and F’ = KS 
with G C F, G C F’, such that either 1iVla = FFG or ,M, =: FFF , and either 
zM3 = cF’,, or 3M2 = F,F’G. Moreover, we may assume that at most one 
of the pairs (1, 2) and (2, 3) is not direct, because otherwise we exchange 
the indices 1 and 3. We form FWp = FFG @ cF’, . Since dim FW = 
dim oF’ > 1 and dim W,, = dim F, > 1, we know, by Proposition 5.2, 
that %(,W,,) is of strongly unbounded type. We define now a full embedding 
T: ‘i&Wp) + ‘%(Z!), which is a dimension functor. First, assume that 
(2, 3) is direct. 
Given an object (X,, YF, , Y) of WFWF), put TK Y, v,) = (Vi > m), 
where VI = XF , V, = XG , V, = Y,) , where sva is given by 
3y2: X, @ FF;, m X, @ FFG @ cF;f -% Yp , 
and where aq+ or rva are given by 
~1: X, 0 FFG % XG 
in the case that (1, 2) is direct, or by the canonical isomorphism 
ppz*: x, r HomhFp, YF) 
otherwise. On the other hand, if (2, 3) is not direct, then we only have 
to consider the case where (1, 2) is direct, and we define T(X, Y, q~) = 
(Vi, i&, where VI = XF , V, = Y, , V, = Y,, with avi given by 
a~~*: XF --% Horn&F, @ GF&, , YF,) M Hom&Fo , Hom,(oF$ , YF,)) 
= Hom&F~, YG), 
and with the canonical isomorphism 
2v3: Y,, @ F,FG’ r YG . 
Again, it can be verified immediately that T is a full embedding and a 
dimension functor. 
Case (c). There is given a field F = K2 with two subfields G = Kl and 
H = K3 such that either IM, = GFF or ,M, = FFG, and either 2M3 = FFH 
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or 3M2 = HFF.. We consider the K-structure Y = J$(G) u $i(H) and, by 
Proposition 8.2, we know that Y is of strongly unbounded type. Thus, it is 
enough to define a full embedding T of G(Y) into ‘%(5!). If (IV,, U, , V,) 
is an Y-space, we define T(W, U, V) = (Vi , ivi) as follows. Always, put 
Vz = W, . If (1, 2) is direct, then V, = Uc and avl is given by the inclusion 
m*: UG =-+ WG z HomAT,, WF), 
whereas if (1, 2) is not direct, then V, = Wo/Uo and iy2 is the canonical 
projection 
Similarly, if (2, 3) is direct, then V, = WH/VH , and sy2 is the canonical 
projection, whereas if (2, 3) is not direct, then Vs = V, with the inclusion 
* 
93 . 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 9.3. 
In a similar way we can show that any connected component of a diagram 
of a K-species of finite type comes either from a “quiver” (see [7]) or is linear. 
Here, we call a diagram linear, if the vertices can be written as I = { 1, 2,..., n} 
and, for i, j E 1, there are edges between i and j if and only if j = i -+ 1 or 
j=i-1. 
LEMMA 9.4. Let 9 = (Ki , iMj)i,jS1 be a K-species which is not of strongly 
unbounded type whose diagram is connected. If there is a pair (i, j) of elements 
of I such that dimKl(iMf) x dim(,Mj), > 1, then the diagram of 22 is linear. 
Proof. We may label the elements of I in such a way that i = 1, j = 2 
(so that 1 and 2 are connected by more than one edge), that (1, 2,..., n} C1 
with n > 2 is linear and that n and n + I, as well as n and n + 2, are connected 
by an edge: 
/ 
n+, 
7 -- . -.-- ., . 
1 ----- 
2 3 n-l 
n'. nt2 
Again, it is obviously sufficient to prove the lemma for the particular case 
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Case (a). We are given a field F = Ki and a proper subfield G = K, = 
KS = K4 of F. We consider the K-structure Y = $i(G) LI 3i(G), which 
is of strongly unbounded type according to Proposition 8.2. As in the last 
case (c) of the proof of the previous Lemma 9.3, we define a full embedding 
T: G(.Y) + ‘S(2) as follows: If (IV,, UG , Vo) is an Y-space, define 
T(W, U, V) = (Vi , j~i) with Vi = WF , I’, = W, , and 
2~1: WF 0 PG r WG or s2*: WG 3 HowWF, WF), 
according to whether (1, 2) is direct or not; moreover, define 
with the canonical projection if (2, 3) is direct, and 
2pa: Ur @ FFF zz U, c+ W, otherwise; 
4v2 or sq~ is defined similarly by using I’ instead of U. 
Case (b). We are given a proper subfield G = Kl of a field F = K, = 
KS = K4. The K-structure 9 = Yi(G) LI 9l(F) u 9l(F) is of strongly 
unbounded type, according to Proposition 7.1 and thus it is sufficient to define 
a full embedding T: S(Y) - S(2). Denote the image of the S-space 
(W,, U, , V, , I’r’) under T by (Vi , j~i) and define Vz = W, . The 
definition of VI , V, and V, and the corresponding jp)i’s will, however, 
depend on the fact, whether (1, 2), (2, 3) and (2, 4) respectively, are direct 
or not. For example, if (1, 2) is direct, then we define svl by the inclusion 
2~1*: UG c+ WF 2 Hom&$, , WF), 
whereas if (1, 2) is not direct, we take the projection 
and, similarly for (2, 3) and (2, 4). 
We shall need certain results on K-species of type A,+i , that is on 
K-species whose diagram is the Dynkin diagram of type A,+r : 
. . . . 
0 1 2 n-1 n 
Note that a representation of such a K-species is given by n + 1 vector 
spaces V, , VI ,..., V, and, for each 0 < i < 71 - 1, either by a map 
i+vPi: vi - vi+1 or by a map iyi+l: Vi+, ---f Vi, according to whether 
(i, i + 1) is direct or not. Given a K-species S! = (Ki , iMi)i,i,I of type A,+r 
with n 3 1 and, say, with Ki = F for all i, we consider the K-structure 
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Y = &a,(F) and define a full embedding T of G(Y) into ‘%(2) as follows. 
If (W, Ul 7..., u7J is an Y-space, let T(W, U, ,..., U,) = (Vi , &, where 
V, = W and where, if (0, 1) is direct, I’, = W/U, and 
1% = w-++ WIU, > 
whilst, if (0, 1) is not direct, V, = U, and oyl is the inclusion 
oqJl: u, c+ w. 
Assuming, by induction, that a functor T’: S(Y’) -+ %(2!‘) has been defined 
for the K-structure Y’ = &r(F) and the K-species 22’ = (Ki , iMi)i,je,\~o} 
of type A, , we complete the definition of T by applying T’ to the Y-space 
(WlUl , U,iUl ,..‘Y UJU,) in the case that (0, 1) is direct, and to the Y’-space 
(U, , Ul ,.**> U,-,) otherwise (see[7]). In this way, the images under T are 
just the O-faithful representations of 9 in the following sense: If 2? = 
(Ki , iMj)i,j,l is a K-species and k E 1, then a representation V = (Vi , j~i) 
of 22 is called h-faithful if, for every direct decomposition V = V’ @ V” 
in %(2!) such that Vi = 0, necessarily v” = 0. 
LEMMA 9.5. (P. GABRIEL [7]). Let 22 = (Ki , iMj)i,j,r be a K-species 
whose diagram is 
. . . . . . . 
0 1 2 n-1 n 
Then, 
(a) Every representation V of 2? is a direct sum V = V’ @ V” of a 
O-faithful representation V’ and a representation v” with V; = 0. 
(b) A representation V of 22 is O-faithful if and only if, for each 
O<i<n-1, i+lvi is an epimorphism if the pair (i, i + 1) is direct, and 
i~i+l is a monomorphism otherwise. 
(c) The functor T provides an equivalence between G(&(F)) and the full 
subcategory of %(2?) of all 0-faithf 1 u re p resentations and is a dimension functor. 
It follows from Lemmas 9.1 to 9.4 that, investigating a K-species 22 = 
(Ki , iM~)i,jol of finite type whose diagram contains multiple edges, we may 
assume that the diagram is of the form 
with m > 1 and n > 0. In this case, we call 0 the focal point. 
481/33/z-15 
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LEMMA 9.6. Let (*) be the diagram of a K-species 22 = (Ki , iMj)i,isl. 
Let Ki = G for 1 < i < m and Ki = F for -n < i < 0. Then every 
representation of 22 is the direct sum of a O-faithful representation V’ and a 
representation V” with V: = 0. Moreover, the full subcategory of %(2?) of all 
O-faithful representations is equivalent to G(,V), where .44 = Ym(G) u &(F), 
with respect to a dimension functor. 
Proof. First, consider the case n = 0. Form 2, we derive a K-species 
2’ = (Ki’, iMj’)i,jSI of type Am+l in the following way: Ki’ = G for all 
i E I, and (i, i) is direct for 2 if and only if (i, i) is direct for 2. If V = (Vi , $yi) 
is a representation of Z?, then we may consider V also as a representation of 
A?‘: We just consider V,, no longer as an F-space but as a G-space, and if 
(0, 1) is direct, we deal with 
ITO: (VO)G - (VO)F @ FFG - VI > 
whereas if (0, 1) is not direct, we use 
If we decompose the representation V in accordance with Lemma 95(a): 
V = V’ @ V”, where V’ and V” are representations of Z?’ such that V 
is O-faithful and Vi = 0, then, obviously, V” is also a representation of 2, 
because the restrictions of ZJ and 9’ to (1, 2,..., n} coincide. But, also V’ 
can be considered as a representation of Z?, since V,’ = V, , and, if (0, 1) is 
direct, 
so that rqo’ is a map from V, @ FFo to V,‘. Similarly, if (0, 1) is not direct, 
we have 
*- 
0% - ovl’ @ op);: V, = V,’ @ V{ -+ V,’ 0 0 3 HOmF(GFF, V,), 
and thus ovl’ maps VI’ into Hom,(JJ, , V,,). This shows that V = V’ @ V” 
is a decomposition in %(A!) such that Vl = 0 and such that i+lyi’ is an 
epimorphism for every direct pair (i, i + l), whilst (i&+i)* is a mono- 
morphism otherwise. Here, the last assertion follows from Lemma 9.5(b). 
But it is obvious that a representation V’ of 9 satisfying the above conditions 
on i+,vi’ and (&+r)* has to be O-faithful, since every direct summand of V 
satisfies again the same conditions. 
Now, in the general case with 71 not necessarily equal to 0, we consider, 
for a given representation V = ( V, , iw) of 9, the restrictions to {-n,. . ., - 1 , 0) 
and to (0, l,..., m}. It is easy to see that in this way we get a decomposition 
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V = V’ @v” @V”’ with V,’ = 0 for i < 0, with V{ = 0 for i 3 0, and 
with a O-faithful representation V”‘. 
Also, starting with the K-structure Y = 9,(G) LI 3&F), we define a full 
embedding T: 6(y) - ‘S(2) in the following way. Let I’ = (1, 2,..., m} and 
I” = {-n,..., - 1, 0); furthermore, let 2’ be the restriction of 9 to I’, and 
similarly 2” the restriction of Z? to I”. Let 
T’: 6(&r(G)) + %2(-S!‘) and T”: G(.qF)) -+ %(A?“) 
be the corresponding full embeddings defined in the paragraph preceeding 
Lemma 9.5. Then, if (W, X1 ,..., X, , Yr ,..., Y,) is an Y-space, define its 
image (V, , i~‘i)i,je, under T as follows: If (0, 1) is direct, put 
and 
(Vi , j’Pi)i.jd = T’(WXl , X,/Xl >..., -L/Xl) 
if (0, 1) is not direct, put 
and 
(Vi , Wi)i,iE,’ = T’GL > Xl ,a*.> -G-l) 
and, 
(Vi, m)i.je,- = TV’, Yl,..., Yn). 
Then, as in the proof of Lemma 9.5 (see [7]), it follows that the O-faithful 
representations are just those which are isomorphic to the images of Y-spaces 
under T. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 9.6. 
Now, it is easy to complete the following proof. 
Proof of Theorem B and Theorem E(2). If Y = 9,(G) u .&(F) is a 
K-structure for F, and G is a proper subfield of F, then by Theorem A, 
G;(y) is of finite type if and only if Y is of one of the following forms: 
(a) 4:(G) LI Y%(F), [F: GJ = 2, n 3 0; 
(b) &,(G), [F: G] = 2, m > 1; 
(4 4’,(G) u J%:(F), W Cl = 2 
(4 4(G), [F: G3 = 3; 
and, if 6(Y) is not of finite type, then it is of strongly unbounded type. 
If 2 = (Ki , &‘j)i,j,, is a K-species as in Lemma 9.6, then there is 
obviously only a finite number of indecomposable representations V with 
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V,, = 0, since these representations can be considered as representations of 
the restriction of 9 to I\(O), w ic h h is the disjoint union of two K-species of 
type A, and A, , respectively. The restriction on the corresponding 
K-structure Y shows that 9 is of finite type if and only if its diagram is 
of one of the following types: 
(4 of type &+2 , when Y = Yr(G) u &(F) with [F: G] = 2, and 
the number of indecomposable representations is 
$(n + l)(n + 6) + &z(n + 1) + 1 = (n + 2)2; 
(b) of type @m+l , when Y = &(G) with [F: G] = 2, and the number 
of indecomposable representations is 
i(m + l>(m + 2) + 8m(m + 1) = (m + 1)F 
(c) of type [F, , when Y = .Aa(G) u 91(F) with [F: G] = 2, and the 
number of indecomposable representations is 20 + 1 + 3 = 24; 
(d) of type G, , when Y = 91(G) with [F: c;l = 3, and the number 
of indecomposable representations is 5 + 1 = 6. 
10. K-Algebras 
In this final section, we are going to derive some conditions for a finite 
dimensional K-algebra to be of finite type. 
Let 9 = (Ki , iMj)i,j,r b e a K-species. Construct the tensor algebra Y(2) 
of 9 in the following way. First, define the semisimple K-algebra r = nisr Ki 
and consider M = @i,isl iMj as a r-r-bimodule, where r acts on iMj from 
the left via the projection r--+ Ki and from the right via the projection 
r - Ki . We may also write rMF = @i,i., iMj , because this decomposition 
is a direct decomposition of r-r-bimodules. Now, for n > 0, we form 
the n-fold tensor product Mfn) = M @Jr M & ... Or M, where M(s) = r, 
M(l) = M, and put F-(9) = Of, Mtn). 
Obviously, Y(9) can be made into a ring, or even a K-algebra, defining 
the multiplication through the canonical isomorphism M(i) @ M(j) -+ M(i+j) 
and extending it by the distributivity. The tensor algebra Y(9) is also called 
the “maximal” ring of rM, (see [IO]). 
PROPOSITION 10.1. Let 9 be a K-species. Then, the category S(9) of all 
representations of 2? and the category YXr(,) of all right F(S)-modules are 
equivalent by a dimension functor. 
Proof. We define two functors R: 11117~) + S(9) and P: S(9) + !I&-(,) 
as follows. If X7~S, is a right Y(S)- module, then we may consider X also 
as a right r-module, because r is a subring of Y(9). In this way, X 
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decomposes uniquely into X = eiol Xi with right K,-modules Xi and 
Xi& = 0 for i # j. Also, since M is a r-r-submodule of y(9), the scalar 
multiplication of X, gives rise to a right r-map v: X Or Mn + X, , and, 
since Xi Or %Mj = 0 for i # k, the map p is given by 
But here Xi Or iMi maps into Xi , and thus g, is determined by the 
right Kj-linear maps jvi: Xi Or J!Ii = Xi OK6 iMj ---f Xi . We define 
‘%(X~UJ) = (Xi , jpi). Observe that the right 7(S)-module structure on X 
is uniquely determined by the map y: X @ Mr + X,, and since v = @ jqi, 
also by the family of the jvi’s. For, the scalar multiplication of Men) on X 
can be defined inductively by q~(~): X @ Mfn) - X with #l) = v and 
#n+l) = &‘n’ @ 1): X @ M(n+l) 
r 
X@M(“) @M m’n’@l+X&)M w l X, (*) 
r 1 r r 
because the operation has to be associative. 
Also, given 01: X -+ Yin my(,) and R(X) = (Xi , &, R(Y) = (Yi , &), 
we note that ~11 is, in particular, a right r-map, and thus cx(Xi) _C Yi , and 
that it is determined by the family of restrictions 01~: Xi + Yi . We let 
R(or) = (ai). The fact that OT is a 7$!2)-map implies that &(cz~ @ 1) = aj jvi 
for all i, j E 1, and therefore (ai) is, in fact, a map in %(2?). 
Conversely, given (Xi, +J+) in %(22), define P(X, , jyi) additively by 
X = @&El Xi , where r = IJiel Ki operates on Xi via the projection 
r---f Ki . The scalar multiplication by Mfn) on X is defined inductively 
by @‘: X @ M(“’ + X with 
= @ (x&Mj)+@x,=x, 
i,jEI 4 jSI 
(using the fact that, for i # k, Xi Or ,Mj = 0) and with ~(~+r) = v(#“) @ 1) 
as in (*). 
If (ai): (Xi, ivi) -+ (Yi , &) is a map in ‘S(9), then OL = @ oli: X = 
&, Xi + Y = Giel Yi can easily be seen to be a right r(S)-map, and 
hence put P(cQ) = 01. 
It follows without difficulties that the functors R and P are mutually inverse 
equivalences of categories, thus proving the proposition. 
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Let us remark that Y(2) is semiprimary if and only if Men) = 0 for 
some n, and that this is the case if and only if every sequence ir , iz ,..., i, 
with iKMik+l # 0, for 1 < K < 7t - 1, is of bounded length. If Y-(s) is 
semiprimary, then its radical is given by Rad F(2) = @E, Men), Also, in 
this case, Y(Z?) is hereditary, that is gl. dim. Y(2) < 1 [lo]. We may use 
this fact to describe Y-(2) in the case when the K-species d = (Ki , iMj)i,iel 
is of finite type. For, then, by Lemma 9.1, every sequence ir , ia ,..., i, with 
,,M!,+, # 0 for 1 < K < n - 1, is of length < card I, and hence Y-(2) is 
semiprimary and hereditary. Of course, Y-(2) is even finite dimensional 
over K. We will show that also the converse is true: a hereditary, finite 
dimensional K-algebra of finite type is Morita equivalent to a tensor algebra 
Y(2), where S is a K-species of finite type. 
Assume that JZZ is a basic finite dimensional K-algebra and let &‘/Rad JZ? = 
KI x *.. x K,, with extension fields Ki of K for 1 < i < n; furthermore, 
let Rad &/(Rad &)” = @ l(r,l~:n iMj be the decomposition with the K,-K,- 
bimodules iMi. Thus, ZZ = (Ki , iMj)l<i,i<, is the K-species of JZZ. 
PROPOSITION 10.2. Let & be a finite dimensknal basic K-algebra and 22 
its K-species. If .x2 is hereditary and not of strongly unbounded type, then ~2’ 
is isomorphic (as a ring) to F(2). 
Proof. Let J’” be the radical of ~2. Let 1 = Cy=, e, be a decomposition 
of the unity into a sum of orthogonal primitive idempotents. Since JZ! is 
hereditary, we may assume that ei&ej = 0 for i > j (see [3]). Since & 
is a basic algebra, e&e* C JV for i # j and, consequently, X = Ci+j e&ej . 
Thus, the subring r = CyE, ei&‘e, satisfies r + JV = &, r n JV = 0, 
and we may identify r with &/Rad &, and Ki with e&et . 
Now, considering JV as a r-r-bimodule, we are going to show that there is 
a r-r-submodule M of JV with JV = M @ J+“~. If we decompose fir = 
& iNj, where iNi is a K,-Kj-bimodule, it is sufficient to show that the 
K,-Ki-bimodules iNj are simple; for, in this case, r.&r is semisimple. Hence, 
assume that Ki(iNj)KI is not simple. But then, by Proposition 5.2, the corre- 
sponding K-species (with the two-point index set {i, j}) is of strongly 
unbounded type. Let J = xjClc de, . Then, J is also a right ideal, because 
J& = 2 ,oZe+Z = c de, + C &e,&e, ; 
j<k j<k lQ<k 
however, since e,&e, = 0 for I < K, the last summand is zero. Now, for 
K < j, denote the image of e, under the ring homomorphism ..zZ -+ d/J 
again by ek . Since iNi n J = 0, we may identify <Ni = e,&ej and ei(&/ J)ej . 
Also, e,(&/ J) ei belongs to the right socle of&/J, because 
e,de+V = 1 eideiJYek _C C de, = J. 
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This shows that the idempotents ei , ej of d/J satisfy the assumptions of 
Lemma 6.3, and thus there is a full embedding of %e(,(JVJ,> into md,, 
by a dimension functor. Since md,J is a full subcategory of ‘9X&, we conclude 
that & is of strongly unbounded type, in contradiction with our assumption. 
Hence, rXr is semi-simple and rMr = M @ Mz for some r-r-sub- 
module M. 
Now, we define a ring homomorphism 7: Y-(2) + .d which is the identity 
on r = niE, Ki and on M = @i,iel JMi. It is easy to see that 77 has to be 
surjective, because M generates JV as a subring. Then, & = S(Z?)/J’, 
where J’ is an ideal in Rad(.7(2))2, and J’ = 0 in view of the fact that 
gl. dim. &’ < 1, by a theorem of Eilenberg and Nakayama [6]. The proof of 
Proposition 10.2 is completed. 
Now, we give a proof of Theorem C and the first part of Theorem E(3). 
Thus, let &’ be a finite dimensional hereditary K-algebra. The K-dimension 
of the objects of md is equivalent to the length dimension, and hence it is 
a category invariant. As a consequence, we may assume that ~2 is basic. 
If s4 is not of strongly unbounded type, then, by Proposition 10.2, the ring d 
is of the form Y(2), where Z? is the K-species of &. According to Proposi- 
tion 10.1, ‘&By(,) and %(d) are equivalent categories. Since 2 is not of strongly 
unbounded type, J! is of finite type, in view of Theorem E(2). Conversely, 
if 2 is a K-species of finite type and & m Y(2), then $2 is of finite type by 
Proposition 10.1. 
In order to provide a proof of Theorem D, let us consider now the case 
of an algebra ~2 with (Rad &‘)a = 0. If & is a basic finite dimensional 
K-algebra, the separated K-species 2’ of & is defined in the following way. 
Let &/Rad & = Kl x ... x K, and Rad &/(Rad G?)~ = @rsi,isn iMj with 
Ki-Ki-bimodules iMj . For the index set, we take the set of all pairs (i, t) with 
1 <i<nandt=O,l,andwelet 
and 
Ki, = Ki, = Ki for 1 < i < n, 
i&f,, = $4 > whereas i,,Mj, = iIn/r,, = ilMj, = 0, for 1 < i, j < n. 
The separated diagram of & defined in the introduction is just the diagram 
of the separated K-species of &. Obviously, in view of Theorem B, 
Theorem D will be established if we show that p2’ is of finite type if and only 
if the K-algebra & is of finite type. This will follow immediately from 
Lemma 10.3 and Proposition 10.4. 
We will consider the following full subcategory of %1(Z): If 
9 = (Ki 9 iMi)i,jer 
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is a K-species, then %m(L2) is the full subcategory of ‘%(2?) consisting of all 
objects (Xi , ivi) of %(2?) such that for all i E I the map 
is a monomorphism. Obviously, this is a generalization of !$Jm(FMG) defined 
in the Section 5. Under an additional assumption on 22, we will show that 
nearly all indecomposable objects of N(9) belong to %nt(2?). 
LEMMA 10.3. Let 22 = (Ki , iMj)i,jE1 be a K-species such that ,M, f 0 
implies ?Mh = 0 for all i, j, k E I. Then every object in ‘S(2) is a direct sum of 
an object in !Um(22) and of simple objects. Moreover, there is only a$nite number 
of simple objects and all of them are jinite dimensional. 
Proof. We define I, as the set of all i E I with iMi # 0 for some j E I, 
and set I1 = 1\.7, . According to our assumption, 1, contains all j E I with 
iMj f 0 for some i E I. 
First, we remark that, for k E 1, the object B(k) = ( Yi , &) with Yi = 0 
except for Yk = Kk , and &Q = 0 for all i, j, is simple and that objects of 
this form are the only simple objects. For, if X = (Xi, & is an arbitrary 
nonzero object, and X, # 0 for some k ~1, , then there is a monomorphism 
B(k) c+ X (observe that kvj = 0 for all j, because ,cMj = 0), whereas if 
X, = 0 for all k E I1 , then all jvi = 0; thus, there are embeddings B(k) L X 
for all k ~1s with X, # 0. 
Now, again, let X = (Xi , $vi) be an object in ‘%(?2) and let X” = (X;, jvi) 
be defined in the following way. For i E I,, , let 
where ivi*: Xi --f Hom(,Mj , X,), and let XI = X,/X,‘. For j ~1~ , let 
X; = Xi. Also, for i EI~, j ~1~) let (j&)* be the map induced by jvi*. 
Otherwise, of course, we take iyi = 0. It is rather obvious that X is the direct 
sum of X” and of copies of B(k), k EI~ . H ere the number of copies of B(k) 
is indicated by the dimension of X,‘. The lemma follows. 
The assumption of the previous lemma is satisfied, in particular, for the 
separated K-species 22’ of an algebra .&‘. We claim that the indecomposable 
objects in ‘%m(2?‘) correspond to the indecomposable right &-modules. 
Following M. Auslander [l], a functor P: 2I + 23 is called a representation 
equivalence if P is full, reflects isomorphisms, and every object in 23 is 
isomorphic to the image of an object of 21 under P. A representation 
equivalence 2l --f ?23 induces a bijective correspondence between isomorphism 
classes of indecomposable objects of Cu and of 23. The following proposition 
is well-known (see [l] and also [S]). 
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PROPOSITION 10.4. Let & be a basic finite-dimensional K-algebra with 
(Rad s/)~ = 0. Let 22’ be the separated K-species of &. Then there is a repre- 
sentation equivalence 9X& + %ttt(2?.‘) which is a dimension functor. 
A proof may be found in M. Auslander [I] (Theorem II. 3.1. and Proposi- 
tion II. 4.5), where ‘%m(2?‘) is called the Grassman category of &/Rad & and 
Rad JZ?‘. We remark only on the definition of the functor !I& + %m(Y) 
on the objects. Let 1 = Cz, ei be a decomposition of the unity as the sum 
of orthogonal primitive idempotents; let JV = Rad ~2. Then we may 
assume that 2’ = (KG,,) , (i,s)M(i,t))l~i,i~n.06s,t41 with K(i,o) = Kc,,~) = 
e&ei/eiNei and (i,o~M~i,l) = e,Mej is the separated K-species of ,x2. Given 
a right d-module Xd , its image under Y& + ‘Sim(2’) is (Xti,s) , ~~,~)qq~,~)), 
where 
Xk,d = (WWXN ei , X(i,l) = SOC(X) ei , 
and where (j,t)~ti,s) is induced by the scalar multiplication on X. In particular, 
the K-dimensions satisfy the relation 
dim X, = dim X, = c dim Xli,~) = dim(X(i,,) , (j,t)yci,s)), 
i,s 
and thus the functor is a dimension functor. Obviously, this yields a proof 
of Theorem D and of the remaining part of Theorem E. 
Note added in proof. In this note, we want to give a survey on some recent 
developments. In particular, there are several new techniques for proving the classifica- 
tion theorems of this paper; also some further investigations into categories of un- 
bounded type have been made. 
Let 9 = (Ki , iA4Jl<i,i$, be a K-species, and let r be its diagram. The K-species 9, 
or rather its diagram r determines a quadratic form p on the n-dimensional rational 
vector space Iw” by 
where hi = dim, k’, , rnii = dimK J4$, and where x = (xi) is an element of Q”. 
Let b be the corresponding bilinear form on Qn, and si the reflection of (Q”, b) with 
respect to the ith base vector ei = (O,..., 0, 1, O,..., 0). The roots of r are by definition 
the images of the base vectors e, under the action of the Weyl group W (generated 
by the reflections si , 1 < i < n). The base vectors themselves are usually called 
“simple roots.” 
If the diagram I’ of 9 is a Dynkin diagram, then the number of indecomposable 
representations of 1 and the number of positive roots of r are equal. In fact, define 
a map dim from the set of isomorphism classes of finite dimensional representations 
of 9 into the space Q” by (dim V); = dirn(v6)pj , where V = (V, , & is a representa- 
tion of 2. Then dim induces a bijection between the indecomposable representations 
of 1 and the positive roots of r. This follows easily from a case-by-case inspection 
using the results of this paper. 
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In the case of the diagrams A,, D,, , [E, , [E, , and [Es, I. N. Bernstein, I. M. 
Gelfand, and B. A. Ponomarev have shown that this bijection also can be proved 
directly, and, in this way, one gets a very elegant proof of Gabriel’s classification of 
the quivers of finite type (“Coxeter functors and Gabriel’s theorem,” Uspechi .&fur. 
iVat& 28 (1973), 19-33, translated in Russian Math. Surveys 28 (1973), 17-32). It is 
obvious, that the simple representations of 1 correspond bijectively to the simple 
roots, and Bernstein, Gelfand and Ponomarev have defined endo-functors of %(L?L!) 
(and functors between the categories s(2) and %(2’), where 9 and 2’ are K-species 
with the same diagram) which construct out of the simple representations all the 
other indecomposable representations in a similar way as the Weyl group produces 
all the positive roots out of the simple ones. The most important of these functors 
are the so-called Coxeter functors, which correspond to the Coxeter transformations 
in U’. It is possible to generalize this method to arbitrary K-species, and, in this way, 
we get a more conceptual proof of Theorem B (V. Dlab and C. M. Ringel, “Representa- 
tions of graphs and algebras,” to appear. A summary has appeared: “Representations 
des graphes values,” C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris 278 (1974), 537-540). Theorem B im- 
mediately yields Propositions 2.5,2.6, 3.1, and 4.2; thus in order to obtain Theorem A, 
we only need the (rather elementary) proof of Proposition 3.2. 
A similar technique was developed by W. Miiller (“Unzerlegbare Moduln iiber 
artinschen Ringen,” Math. 2. 137 (1974), 197-224) in order to give a new proof of 
our Theorem D. Given a finite dimensional K-algebra J&’ with (rad &)2 = 0, he 
constructs another finite dimensional K-algebra Z8 which is weakly symmetric and 
satisfies (rad g)” = 0. For such an algebra g, the images in a minimal projective 
resolution of a simple module are indecomposable modules, and he shows that in 
the case of finite representation type, he gets all indecomposable modules in this way. 
It is rather easy to see that twice the application of his kernel construction just 
corresponds to the Coxeter functor C+ on %($), where 9 is the associated K-species. 
Recall that in Section 7 the unboundedness of certain K-structures is proved in 
the following way: We construct a full subcategory ‘u of S-spaces, and prove 
that ‘u is a Grothendieck category with a progenerator P @ T. In all cases, E, = 
End(P), E, = End(T) are fields, Hom(P, T) = 0, and E,ME, = Hom(T, P) 
satisfies dim 1M,i = dim &f,s = 2. Of course, ‘u is then equivalent to the category 
%(, ME ) of representations Af the bimodule E MEz . 
it sioula be easier to determine the bimodulei 
P. Gabriel has pointed out that 
EIME, directly, and then to define an 
appropriate functor ‘&iM,Q --f 6(S) such that the image category is precisely ‘%. 
For example, in case Y’ = 4,(G) U xi(F) U xi(F), let El = E, = E and FMF = 
pFG @ GF~. Given (X, , Y, , 9) in %(~MF), with 9: X, @F FG @c Fp + Yr , then 
we denote by Uo the graph of the map 
y*: X, = XF @FFC -+ Horn&F,, Yp) = Yo. 
We define now the functor ‘%(FMp) --G(Y) by (XF, YF, T)H(XF x YF, UC, 
0 x YF , X, x 0). It is easy to see that this functor induces an equivalence between the 
category 9&M,) and the full subcategory% of 6( 9) consisting of all y-spaces (W, U, 
V, , V,) with W = U @ Vi = V, @ l’12. 
Also, the results of Section 7 can be improved considerably. Namely, it turns out 
that in these cases one may determine all indecomposable Y-spaces of finite dimension. 
Of course, we may replace the category 6( 9) by an abelian category, namely 
the category s(2) of the representations of the corresponding K-species 2. If the 
quadratic form of 9 is positive semidefinite (and this is true for all cases considered in 
Section 7, as well as in the situation of Proposition 5.3), then one can write down all 
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indecomposable representations of finite dimension. In addition to using the Coxeter 
functors, the proof involves several other techniques, in particular a theory of defect 
of representations (which generalizes the notion of the defect of quadruples introduced 
by I. M. Gelfand and V. A. Ponomarev in “Problems of linear algebra and classifica- 
tion of quadruples of subspaces in a finite dimensional vector space. Colloq. Math. 
Sot. Bolyui 5, Tihany (Hungary) (1970), 163-237), and nonsymmetric bilinear forms 
on Q” (see the paper of V. Dlab and C. M. Ringel, mentioned above, and C. M. Ringel 
“Representations of K-species and bimodules,” to appear). It turns out that the full 
subcategories 9I defined in Propositions 7.1-7.4 contain only representations of defect 
zero, whereas the representations mentioned in Remark 7.5 are of negative defect. 
Finally, let us mention that M. Auslander has proved that a finite dimensional 
K-algebra & which is not of finite type, always possesses an indecomposable module 
of infinite dimension (the proof will appear in Auslander’s series of papers “Representa- 
tion theory of artin algebras, ” in Comm. Alg.). Of course, then the same is true for 
K-species and K-structures. However, his proof is a mere existence proof, and therefore 
does not reveal a concrete description of such a module. 
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